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Abstract 
Under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth), descriptions of native title holding groups have drawn 
heavily upon anthropological concepts of kinship and descent.  However, the manner in 
which Aboriginal Australians can be considered to form a social group and collectively relate 
to and own land is complex.  This thesis suggests that kinship constructs outside of descent 
that associate with land might involve social, biological and spiritual aspects and be part of 
an “ontology of being” or worldview.  Therefore a social group may be understood as based 
upon a “shared ontology of being”, which entails a mutuality of belonging among human 
members and the associated landscape.   
 
Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic field notes from her work at Cherbourg (Queensland) 
in 1934, particularly those relating to kinship and totemic identity, are analysed as 
demonstrating a kind of social group of persons with an identity that is based in a shared 
ontology of being – inclusive of land.  This thesis thus argues that exploring the ways in 
which non-descent based social groups have a connection to land may be useful in the 
explanation of shared laws and customs for native title claims; additionally furthering 
anthropological understandings of how Aboriginal people collectively relate to land.   
vii 
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Chapter One 
Introduction: The Excitement of the Dilemma 
Kinship sounds so beautifully simple when you lecture on it, but, in practice, at least, my kind 
of practice it is a fiendish business. – Caroline Tennant-Kelly 
 
In late 2009 the discovery of six dilapidated archival boxes and a large cardboard carton in a 
cattleman’s shed near Tintenbar, New South Wales caused excitement amongst Australian 
anthropologists (de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a, 2010b; University of Queensland 2010).  But 
what was it that these boxes contained that had caused a cattleman to keep them in his 
shed over many years and raised the interest of Australian anthropologists?  The find was 
reported widely in the media and as Kim de Rijke, one of the anthropologists responsible for 
the discovery, stated, “we could hardly contain our excitement at the quantum leap this 
material represents” (University of Queensland 2010).1  Amongst other things, the boxes 
included field notes from anthropologist Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s fieldwork in southern 
Queensland and northern New South Wales in the 1930s and 1940s (de Rijke and Jefferies 
2010a, 2010b).  Indeed, it was these field notes that had so excited anthropologists, 
particularly anthropologists with experience in native title in central Queensland, who were 
“acutely aware of the lack of historical Australian Aboriginal ethnographic material for the 
region” (University of Queensland 2010).  While such an addition to the historical record is 
understandably exciting, “the implications of this work are only just becoming evident” (Lyell 
2010).  Indeed the implications in relation to the contemporary arena of native title are still 
becoming clear.  Given that the Caroline Tennant-Kelly material adds rare detail to the 
previously sparse ethnohistorical information available for the region, it holds much interest 
for research of native title claims (de Rijke and Jefferies 2011).  But just how exactly might 
anthropologists engaged in native title research use the data collected by Caroline Tennant-
Kelly?  
 
Using the recent discovery of Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s field notes, this thesis aims to 
investigate anthropological notions of kinship and the problems of defining a social group.  
The thesis considers Tennant-Kelly’s emphasis on totemic identity among Aboriginal people 
at Cherbourg in order to consider the applicability of non-descent based concepts of social 
                                                     
1
 Examples of media articles announcing the discovery include but are not limited to the following: Australian Associated 
Press 2010; Lyell 2010; Murphy 2010; National Indigenous Times 2010; University of Queensland 2010. 
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group in native title research.  The use of early ethnographic and historical sources is 
common in native title to highlight similarities between past and present traditional laws and 
customs and thus assists in the illustration of cultural continuity as the law requires 
(Corbellini 2007:7-10; Finlayson and Curthoys 1997; Palmer 2010).  Early ethnographic 
sources are also able to supplement the shallow recall of history in oral evidence (Finlayson 
1999; Sansom 2006).  Hence, by increasing the volume of information about Aboriginal 
people in southern Queensland during what was a previously a poorly documented period of 
time, Tennant-Kelly’s field notes may assist native title applicants for that region in 
illustrating continuity from sovereignty.2  The focus on kinship, and more specifically 
totemism seen in field notes from Tennant-Kelly’s three months at Cherbourg in 1934, 
appears to relate well to the native title context and raises questions about the applicability 
of her field notes to expressions of a native title holding group.    
 
This thesis argues that greater diversity in approaches to the construction of native title 
holding group may provide positive and innovative steps through which anthropologists 
engaged in native title can meet the legal demands inherent in the process  (see also 
Bauman and Macdonald 2011; Burke 2010:55).  My research aims to explore the aspect of 
totemism in Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s field notes to further investigate kinship and what can 
constitute a group of persons relevant to the native title context.  Using concepts of 
ontology, I suggest that expression of a social group with a relation to land through primary 
means other than descent can be seen in Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s material on totemism, 
and as such is useful for native title requirements regarding shared laws and customs in 
relation to land ownership. 
 
Background to the Study 
The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) specifies native title to be communal, group or individual 
rights and interests of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Island people in relation to land or waters, 
where the rights and interests are possessed under the traditional laws and customs that 
relate to land.  Aboriginal people seeking native title recognition are required to 
demonstrate they are a group of people who act in relation to ownership of land and 
description of such a native title holding group relies heavily upon requirements of the 
                                                     
2
 I have chosen to use the term “Aboriginal” rather than “Indigenous” throughout this thesis to reflect my focus on 
mainland Australian Aboriginal peoples, especially those from southern Queensland, and issues of native title.” 
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Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) as well as case law.  The Yorta Yorta decision of 2002 stipulated 
that a native title holding group consists of a “body of persons united in and by its 
acknowledgement and observance of a body of laws and customs” (Members of the Yorta 
Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria [Yorta Yorta] 2002:p49).  While there is no specific 
form of social organisation required of native title claimants, it is essential for Aboriginal 
claimants to demonstrate that they have connection to particular lands and waters as an 
organised society, which has both continued to exist since sovereignty and continued to hold 
rights and interests under traditional laws and customs (Native Title Act [NTA] (Cth) 
1993:s223, s225; Sutton 2003:173; Yorta Yorta 2002:p49).  This is a challenging task and “the 
nature of the group has emerged as a fundamental threshold question for native title 
claimants” (Strelein 2009a:90).  In areas such as southern Queensland and northern New 
South Wales where there is limited in-depth ethnographic research to rely upon for 
descriptions of Aboriginal society that are legally robust, the Caroline Tennant-Kelly material 
potentially offers an invaluable ethnographic resource (Bauman and Macdonald 2011).   
 
Greater anthropological understanding of the nature and scope of Aboriginal landholding 
groups in Australia is relevant and necessary in order to facilitate the process of native title, 
particularly in settled areas.  Construction of a native title holding group and society is one 
element of an anthropologist’s role in the legal context of native title.  Anthropologists 
engaged in the native title arena attempt to describe an aggregation of Aboriginal persons in 
ways that suit a native title society or community for the purposes of the Native Title Act 
1993 (Cth), that align to anthropological concepts and thinking, and that are able to be 
defined by reference to the ethnography available (Palmer 2009:14).  Anthropologists have 
often drawn upon descent constructs derived from structural functionalist approaches, and 
most often upon ideas of patrilineal descent, to define a group of native title holders.  This 
may partly be explained by the fact that such models provide legally stable social groups 
with apparently consistent laws and customs, giving them greater commensurability in the 
eyes of Australian law (Burke 2007:165, 2010).  However, the ways in which Aboriginal 
people conceive and experience communal landownership in Australia does not always or 
easily correlate to concepts of a patrilineal descent group.  As Finlayson and Curthoys 
(1997:4) argue, descent is not always reflective of wider kinship modellings for 
landownership, which may include adoption, residence rights, or rights by conception.  
Sutton (2003:206-231) has identified how contemporary Aboriginal people may explain 
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communal connection to country through “families”, which can be based in ideas of “amity”, 
political cohesion, residence, cognatic descent and choice of affiliation (see also Babidge 
2011; Redmond 2005).  Macdonald (2011) further highlights how people relate to others in 
lateral rather than lineal terms when concerned with associations to land.  As it is unlikely 
that ethnography will neatly align with Australian law and there is no absolute consensus 
about the system from which laws and customs must derive, exploration of the nature and 
scope of social group can help determine ways in which different concepts of social group 
can be applied in the native title context  (Burke 2010:64; Sutton 2003:138).  For instance, 
the field notes of Tennant-Kelly do not clearly depict patrilineal or matrilineal landholding 
descent groups.  Thus, the anthropological notion of kinship and its application to the 
concept of group guides my inquiry into the ways in which such ethnographic material may 
be interpreted for the purposes of describing social groups pertinent to native title claims.   
 
With the study of kinship a continuing focus and influence in the practice of anthropology, 
anthropological notions of kinship shape understandings of social groups and their relation 
to land (Carsten 2000b; Franklin and McKinnon 2001a; Holy 1996; Schweitzer 2000; Sutton 
2003:178).  Anthropological ideas of kinship have historically drawn on descent constructs, 
the procreative links between parent and child, to explain social group (Bamford and Leach 
2009b; Carsten 2000b; Sahlins 2011a:6).  However, kinship has been problematised and 
deemed to be a Western conceptual construction that assumes biological connections 
between persons as the universal way people conceive relations with others (Bamford and 
Leach 2009a; Feinberg and Ottenheimer 2001; Holy 1996; McKinley 2001; Parkin 1997, 2009; 
Schneider 1984; Schweitzer 2000; Weston 2001).   
 
Recent suggestions about how to approach the study of kinship have questioned what sorts 
of groups are anthropologically discernable and anthropologists have sought emic 
explanations for the formation of social groups (Carsten 2000b; Doussett 2007:62).  
Anthropological attempts to reflect the diverse ways people themselves imagine kinship and 
the formation of social group have suggested that group is founded on a socially recognised 
notion of commonality or shared substance amongst group members (see for example 
Bamford and Leach 2009a; Carsten 2000a, 2004a; Doussett 2002, 2007; Franklin and 
McKinnon 2001b).  Meanwhile, some anthropologists have continued to describe 
procreative links as the principal way people reckon kinship and group identity (Kuper 
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1999:122-158; Patterson 2005; Shapiro 2008a, 2008b; Shimizu 1991).  Ethnographic 
examples are illustrative of how people use ideas of genealogical connections to reckon 
group identity with reference to locality (Correy 2006; Ingold 2009; Morgan and Wilmot 
2010; Redmond 2005).  However, the notion of kinship as socially conceived highlights how 
structured descent models that emphasise biological reckoning as the primary means of 
group formation may be considered social constructs themselves, yet not the only way 
Aboriginal people understand and socially construct groups that own land.  The 
interconnection of social and biological reckoning of kin thus creates an understanding that 
anthropologically discernable social groups are formed through processes whereby social 
and biological elements create a recognised commonality amongst group members 
(Bamford and Leach 2009a; Doussett 2005; Strathern 1996). 
 
Additionally, anthropological ideas have acknowledged that kinship involves spiritual belief 
and intentionality, so that the notions of kinship and group identity are inseparable from a 
person’s worldview and being (Sahlins 2011a, 2011b; Viveiros de Castro 2009).  When the 
concept of kinship is positioned within a person’s ontology of being, the self may be 
understood to extend to others and the material world, including the landscape (Ingold 
2000; Myers 1991; Sahlins 2011a, 2011b).  By viewing such mutuality of being in kinship 
terms, the shared ontology of kin group members places the individual as intrinsically and 
intersubjectively part of other group members and their respective actions (Doussett 2005; 
Sahlins 2011a, 2011b).   The anthropological understanding of a social group can therefore 
be understood to incorporate what is referred to as a “shared ontology of being” held by 
those who see themselves as group members.3  Thus, by conceiving descent constructs, 
socially recognised aspects of interpersonal relations and spiritual beliefs as integral to 
kinship, a social group may consist of people complexly related socially and biologically with 
a shared ontology of being, which goes beyond ideas of descent.   
 
Notions broadly conceptualised as totemism may be understood to illustrate such aspects of 
kinship and social group for persons associated to land.  Spiritual aspects of totemism situate 
the relations formed through totemic identity within a person’s ontology of being.  Thus all 
people, places and objects that share a totemic identity are part of each other; they are 
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 I have adapted this term from the concept of a mutuality of being, which Sahlins (2011a; 2011b) uses to refer to how 
kinship connects people through the same ontological regime. 
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mutual beings (Elkin 1933a, 1933b; Stanner 1979 [1965]).  Totemic identity may be 
understood as one of the possible bases for a social group, such that descent, social 
reckoning of relationships and spiritual beliefs contribute to notions of mutuality of being 
and group identity.  
 
Examining Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s Field Notes 
Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s field notes from her fieldwork at Cherbourg, southern Queensland, 
in 1934, provides a case study through which the anthropological construction of group and 
its application to native title can be explored.4  Tennant-Kelly focuses on spirituality in her 
field notes on totemism.  She represents totemic relationships using genealogical charts and 
descriptions of human behaviour, and links these to species and landscape features.  Thus by 
understanding kinship through the lens of a shared ontology of being it is possible to discern 
a social group based on totemic identity that has a relation to the landscape.  While such a 
non-descent based approach to social group may initially appear incompatible with the legal 
demands of the native title process, this thesis suggests that it may offer positive and 
innovative ways for anthropologists to negotiate the required description of an organised 
society with common laws and customs (Burke 2010; Sutton 2003:173).  Native title requires 
claimants to illustrate a connection to land through traditional laws and customs; thus it is 
significant that social groups discerned from the ethnographic materials as having shared 
ontology of being are also associated with the landscape.   
 
Thesis outline 
To explore the relevance of non-descent based groups in the expression of Aboriginal 
landownership and native title I outline in Chapter Two the complex legal criteria for a native 
title holding group, the anthropological models and responses to such processes, and 
Aboriginal responses.  Examples of case law illustrate the intricacies and possibilities within 
the legal requirements.  To allow further examination of the nature of native title holding 
group, Chapter Three explores broader theoretical ideas surrounding how anthropologists 
discern groups of people, with particular examination of the notion of social group, concepts 
of kinship and shared ontology of being in relation to landownership and totemism.  
Discussion in Chapter Four of the archival material from Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s 1934 
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 The archival field notes are held by the Fryer Library at the University of Queensland, Brisbane (Tennant-Kelly 1909-1987 
UQFL489).  Referencing throughout this thesis is as close as possible to the Fryer Library’s recommended referencing style. 
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fieldwork at Cherbourg provides a case study through which it is possible to examine the 
concept of totemic identity group in native title.  Chapter Five, the Discussion, seeks to 
analyse the application of the theoretical concept of social group as a shared ontology of 
being from Chapter Three to Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic material discussed in Chapter 
Four.  I consider the relevance of a totemic identity group to the native title context and 
requirements outlined in Chapter Two, to illustrate how Tennant-Kelly’s material may have 
utility in native title.  From such investigation, in the Conclusion I suggest that 
anthropological ideas of social group that are not based on descent constructs may be useful 
in native title research and can indicate shared laws and customs amongst a group of people, 
which is an important element in the expression of a native title holding group.  I also 
examine the implications of this suggestion for future research. 
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Chapter Two 
Native Title: Understanding the Context 
The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) not only draws upon and influences the ways anthropological 
conceptions of group are expressed, but it has also informed the ways Aboriginal people 
construct notions of identity, landownership and social group.  Selected native title cases 
provide examples of how the legal context can allow for recognition of native title holding 
groups that are not based in ideas of descent connections.  Exploration of the native title 
context can present possible ways of describing communal land ownership that reflect 
Aboriginal lived experience and can facilitate native title processes despite not being based 
in descent constructs.   
 
Legal Requirements 
Native title creates a specific framework in which anthropological research occurs (Bauman 
2010:2).  As Trigger (2004:31) states, “carrying out research in relation to a native title court 
case is different from other forms of social science research... [as] the issues requiring 
attention are circumscribed quite specifically by the context of legal decisions and 
procedures”.  Contractual frameworks and State specific requirements for connection 
reports and evidence further demonstrate how the specific legal context influences 
anthropological native title practice  and research (Department of Indigenous Affairs 2006; 
Finlayson 2001; Glaskin 2010:38; Native Title and Indigenous Land Services 2003).   
 
The Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) sets legal limitations and requirements that include criteria 
for the recognition of a group of native title holders (Burke 2010; Corbellini 2007; Palmer 
2009).  The expression of native title or native title rights and interests means communal, 
group or individual rights and interests in relation to land or waters, where the rights and 
interests are possessed under acknowledged and observed traditional laws and customs 
which connect people to land or water (NTA 1993 (Cth):s223).  For a determination of native 
title it is necessary to establish, among other things, who the persons or group of persons 
are who hold the common or group rights that compromise native title (NTA 1993 
(Cth):s225a).   
 
9 
The decision in Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria [Yorta Yorta] 
(2002:p49), further emphasised the relevance of the concept of social group in native title, 
deeming that native title holders must form a “society”, a “body of persons united in and by 
its acknowledgement and observance of a body of laws and customs”.  Thus, in native title, 
laws and customs are considered to both derive from and form a society.  The Yorta Yorta 
decision also implied that a society for native title purposes must be normative and have 
continued since sovereignty (Anker 2004:12-20; Bartlett 2003:40; Costenoble 2003; Strelein 
2009b; Young 2001).  As Sutton (2003:173) states, while there is no specific form of social 
organisation required, native title claimants “need to be able to show that they are a part of 
an organised society which derives at least substantial elements of its organisation and its 
relevant rules from those which were obtained in the same area and pre-sovereignty”. 
 
Anthropological Concepts 
Legal requirements and the legal context inform the anthropological concepts employed to 
describe a native title holding group.  However, description of a native title holding group 
that suits anthropological understandings, legislative constraints and native title precedents 
regarding group identity can be problematic (Palmer 2009).  Native title anthropology tends 
towards fixed rules and objectifications more often than models capable of reflecting the 
dynamic systems of people’s laws and customs, which may actually be the way Aboriginal 
people determine how rights and interests are realised (Glaskin 2010:45).  Legal criteria can 
thus privilege certain anthropological constructions of Aboriginal kinship and social group.  
Definition of a group of native title holders based on structural functionalist approaches has 
had prominence and utility in native title, as anthropologists tend to implicitly or explicitly 
look for stable groups and consistent laws and customs that will have greater efficacy in 
satisfying legal demands of the Native Title Act 1993 (Cth) (Burke 2007:165, 2010:66-67).  As 
such, claimant group descriptions often emphasise membership of a native title holding 
group as reckoned through common ancestry or a defined set of ancestors  (Correy 
2006:338; Sutton 2003:174-179).  Thus, constructions of native title holding groups can be 
understood to take heed of the native title context and agenda, and may often employ the 
anthropological concept of descent (Correy 2006).5   
 
                                                     
5
 Murray-Li’s (2007:7-9) concept of “rendering technical” is relevant here.  She suggests that a domain to be governed is 
represented as a field delimited by particular characteristics that are suited to the intervention known to be possible. 
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Aboriginal Understandings of Social Group  
Native title processes and concepts of group have also been influential in the lives of 
Aboriginal people and their expression of identity (Smith and Morphy 2007).  Legislative 
frameworks and the native title context play a constitutive role in the cultural, social and 
political landscape experienced by contemporary Aboriginal Australians and thus when 
people reflect on their social reality, consideration of native title can often be involved 
(Correy 2006; Weiner 2007:164).   Further, due to modern-day political contexts, Aboriginal 
people are confronting and responding to the need to articulate their experiences in an 
idiom compatible with the dominant discourses of the State.  Ingold (2000:133), in his 
examination of the broader context of relations between the State and Indigenous people, 
suggests this process can invert Indigenous understandings.  Aboriginal people respond to 
the demands of the native title context in such a way that social organisation may be 
objectified from the perspective of an outsider.  As comparative research has shown, legal 
and political processes can heighten the use of discourses, language, ideologies and 
concepts not normally employed by Indigenous people in their explanations of identity and 
relation to land (Murray Li 2007:145-155; Nadasdy 2002; Sullivan 2006).   
 
Criteria for native title holding group and the motivations to achieve such criteria have 
played a role in reducing the significance Aboriginal people place on relationships defined in 
alternative ways.  Correy (2006:340) suggests native title processes have heightened the 
employment of descent by Aboriginal people when expressing their connection to land in 
the public discourse.  As Morgan and Wilmot (2010) illustrate for Arrernte society, and 
Babidge (2011) for southwest Queensland, the use of genealogy and descent constructs to 
assert group identity and land affiliation is emphasised among Aboriginal people.  While the 
normalisation of descent connections in response to legal and political processes may help 
people validate their assertions of common land ownership and group identity to others, the 
focus on descent connections and the genealogical paradigm embedded in the discourse of 
the State may be at odds with Aboriginal philosophy and undermine the cosmological 
connection between persons and the land that is otherwise inherent in Aboriginal 
worldviews (Ingold 2000; Nadasdy 2002:258).  The employment of concepts of descent by 
Aboriginal people claiming native title cannot be assumed to be the only way they conceive 
relations to land, but rather a way people have recognised is often convincing in the social 
11 
and legal recognition of interests in land (Babidge 2011; Correy 2006; Nadasdy 2002; Sullivan 
2006).   
 
Native Title Cases Relevant to the Study 
Recent native title case law suggests that although not legally straightforward, a native title 
holding group based on concepts other than structuralist ideas of descent can be 
incorporated in native title recognition.  Bennell v State of Western Australia [Bennell] (2006) 
illustrated that it is not necessary for a native title “society” to constitute a community, in 
the sense that all community members know each other and live together (Strelein 
2009a:208).  Applicants argued that membership in the wider Noongar group meant that 
they were able to hold rights specifically in the Perth metropolitan area (Bennell 2006:p83, 
84).  In 2006, Wilcox J ruled that a Noongar society existed throughout southwest Western 
Australia, due to “its acknowledgement and observance of some of its traditional laws and 
customs” (Bennell 2006:p791).  He reasoned that the Noongar people spoke a single 
language, had unified customary practice, held a common idea of kin and affinity and also 
shared material culture (Hepburn 2006:175; Strelein and Bradfield 2004).  Furthermore, 
Wilcox J recognised the relevant society to be the wider Noongar group because it was 
significantly distinct from neighbouring Aboriginal groups, particularly regarding linguistic 
and historical evidence (Bennell 2006:p452).  Hence, Wilcox J saw no reason for descent 
rules or subgroups, because the applicant had rights and interests in the Perth metropolitan 
area through membership in the wider Noongar society (Bennell 2006:p350, p792-799).  
Wilcox J’s decision has since been subject to Federal Court appeal, which in 2008 dismissed 
his judgement and ruled that connection to the Perth area ought to be established in terms 
of continuity of laws and customs rather than continuity of the relevant society (Bodney v 
Bennell 2008; National Native Title Tribunal 2008; Strelein 2009a:222).  Nonetheless, Wilcox 
J’s ruling illustrates that a native title holding group may be considered according to 
descriptions of common laws and customs.  Yet, the ongoing appeal and issues arising from 
his decision also highlight the difficulties of such a broad understanding for legal arguments. 
 
Other cases demonstrate how shared laws and customs of a group of persons can assist 
recognition of a native title holding group.  Neowarra v Western Australia [Neowarra] (2003) 
showed that a number of subgroups under a single system of law may be acknowledged as a 
native title holding group (Lavery 2004:4; Neowarra 2003:p393; Strelein 2009a:203-204).  In 
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Neowarra (2003) the Wanjina-Wungurr community, which transcended language groups and 
localised estate groups, was recognised as the source of common laws and customs in which 
the rights and interests in land of subgroups were embedded because of shared beliefs, 
practices, customs and kinship (Lavery 2004:4-5; Neowarra 2003:p385-395; Strelein 2009a).  
Connection to the claim area through such traditional laws and customs was deemed to 
include historic, ancestral, social, physical, ritual, spiritual, traditional and economic aspects, 
rather than solely genealogical descent connections (National Native Title Tribunal 2004:12-
13).  De Rose v South Australia (No. 2) [De Rose] (2005) also emphasised the importance of 
shared laws and customs and deemed the claimant group was not required to demonstrate 
itself as a discrete society, because rights and responsibilities to the claim area existed under 
the laws and customs of the larger Western Desert Bloc (Strelein 2009a:207).  However, it is 
important to note that De Rose v South Australia (2002:p363-364) recognised the need for 
anthropological constructions of a native title holding group to be supported by 
ethnographic and contemporary evidence, a consideration also addressed in Neowarra 
(2003) (see National Native Title Tribunal 2004:14).    
 
In proceedings surrounding Ward v Western Australia [Ward] Lee J found native title existed 
at the community level, with rights in portions of the claim area held by somewhat 
distinctive subgroups who received their imperative and sanction from the larger group 
(Lavery 2004:6; Ward on behalf of the Miriuwung and Gajerrong People v Western Australia 
1998:p540-541).  Additionally, in Western Australia v Ward [Ward] (2002) the High Court 
overruled the Full Federal Court’s decision from Western Australia v Ward (2000) which had 
suggested that purely religious or spiritual affiliation did not alone satisfy the native title 
requirements (McIntyre 2002:279).  Similar to De Rose (2002:p569), the High Court in Ward 
(2002:p64) recognised that an absence of physical occupation need not necessarily 
determine whether or not native title rights exist, but suggested the relevance of spiritual, 
physical and ancestral connections to land in the shared laws and customs for a native title 
holding group (McIntyre 2002:278-279).  Despite the importance of shared laws and 
customs in description of a native title holding group, other cases rely more upon 
genealogical connections.  Rubibi Community v State of Western Australia (No. 7) (2006) 
provides just one example where genealogical rules were stressed as a way to reckon 
membership in a native title holding group (Strelein 2009a:213).  
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Some Opportunities within the Native Title Context 
The anthropological concept of a landholding group is important in native title, as the 
legislation defines a native title holding group with interests in land.  Legal requirements 
generally influence anthropologists and Aboriginal people to emphasise descent connections 
in expressing landholding groups.  While case law further illustrates the ongoing legal 
difficulties of recognising alternative descriptions of a landholding group, the Bennell (2006) 
and Neowarra (2003) cases in particular show how the law may recognise a native title 
holding group expressed through shared laws and customs.  Descent constructs are useful, 
yet exploring kinship paradigms which do not centre upon descent can further develop 
understanding of alternative concepts that could suit the native title context and possibly 
better reflect Aboriginal landownership systems in dynamic ways.  
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Chapter Three 
Extensions of Kinship: Shared Ontology of Being and Group 
Although descent has been largely normalised in native title practice, the concept of a 
landholding group of persons can be problematised and considered as constructed through 
complex processes that are reflective of more dynamic and varied social practices (see for 
example Bauman and Macdonald 2011).  Investigating the notion of kinship in 
anthropological theory suggests that by including spiritual beliefs, in this case predominantly 
totemic beliefs, kinship can be considered part of ontological logic.  As such, social groups 
including those formed through totemic identity may be understood as based in a shared 
ontology of being held by group members in which landscape and locality are integral.   
 
The Anthropology of a Landholding Group: Kinship as Biological and Social  
Keesing’s (1975) distinction between social category and social group is pertinent to the 
study of landownership and group identity.  Keesing (1975:9-11) outlines a social category as 
a conceptual set of human beings with some shared or common socially relevant features or 
identity, in contrast to a social group which he suggests as actual human beings who 
repeatedly interact in interconnected roles and do not form a temporary or limited 
aggregation.  Keesing (1975:17) additionally states that a corporate group forms when a 
group of people act together as a single legal or political individual.  Such ideas are central to 
Sutton’s work (1998, 2003), which has emphasised the applicability of the corporate group 
to understandings of Aboriginal landownership and native title.  Sutton (2003:154) explains a 
corporate group to be an enduring group whose members are recruited according to 
consistent criteria over generations and which has collective possession of something of 
value be it land or other property. Thus, Sutton (2003:154) identifies members of a 
corporate group to have common “jural status” due to group ownership and rights in 
country. 
 
Kinship studies often inform anthropological research into social groups and descent 
constructs are prevalent in examining people’s interpersonal relations and connections to 
land (Bamford and Leach 2009b:2; Carsten 2000a; Franklin and McKinnon 2001a; Holy 1996; 
Ingold 2000; Parkin 1997:131; Patterson 2005).  Descent refers to the “relationship defined 
by connection to an ancestor through a culturally recognised sequence of parent-child links” 
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(Keesing 1975:148).  The genealogical paradigm, which draws on descent constructs, has a 
seemingly natural place in Western social scientific thought about systems of social relations 
and kinship, especially concerning the transmission and distribution of country, cultural and 
material property (Scheffler 1986:339; Sutton 2003:173).  While it is certainly possible, 
descent connections do not necessarily infer that a group is a cohesive and jural corporate 
and/or landholding group (Sutton 2003:178).   
 
Critique of the anthropological concept of kinship by David Schneider (1968, 1972, 1980, 
1984) reasoned kinship was a Western preoccupation and an assumption of biological 
relations as a natural universal (Bamford and Leach 2009b:8-9; Feinberg and Ottenheimer 
2001; Franklin and McKinnon 2001a:2-4).  Schneider (1972:59, 1980:63) argued kinship 
involved both biological connections of the normative system and culturally appropriate kin 
behaviour (see also Feinberg and Ottenheimer 2001:8; Sahlins 2011a:7).  Such 
deconstruction of kinship as a universal cultural system questioned the prominence of 
descent in kinship studies and led Schneider to refute the existence of kinship as a separate 
field of study (Feinberg and Ottenheimer 2001:12-15; Franklin and McKinnon 2001a; Holy 
1996; Parkin 1997; Sahlins 2011a:6).  Although formal anthropological kinship studies 
declined, at least in Australia, applied anthropological research, has continued to examine 
kinship and descent because of the apparent importance of such concepts in understanding 
the inheritance of rights in land and the prominence of descent constructs as the mode of 
inheritance (Doussett 2007; Doussett and Glaskin 2007:132; Keen 2004:275; Sutton 2003).   
 
Nevertheless, Aboriginal kinship and group identity associated with land ought to be 
understood to involve various mixes of social and biological connections between people 
because substance and code, culture and nature are inseparable and malleable (Carsten and 
McKinnon 2001:34).  While attempting to blur the problematic conceptual distinction made 
between social and biological reckoning of relations, understanding kinship as socially 
constructed perhaps does not fully portray the dynamic interweaving of social and biological 
idioms of kinship (Carsten 2000b; Carsten and McKinnon 2001).  As Sutton (1998:8) states, 
“to say that kinship is not about biology at all but only about cultural constructions is to 
oversimplify and perhaps miss the point.”  Understanding kinship as socially constructed and 
fluid may start as a positive corrective of older static models, but in Sutton’s (2003:140) view 
the overemphasis of kinship as “fluid” can amount to distortion of reality and ignorance of 
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equally important structural and biological factors.  Furthermore, kinship studies remain 
somewhat embedded in and bound to Western thoughts and institutions that perpetuate 
ideas of descent, such that anthropological thought cannot escape ideas of genealogy and 
biology that descent satisfies (Bamford and Leach 2009b:5-8; Ingold 2000; Weston 2001:149-
152).  This is especially so in the Western legal arena, including native title.  While ideas that 
kinship and social group are completely socially constructed may appear too broad and 
encompassing to be useful analytically, they suitably highlight how social groups described in 
terms of descent constructs involve more than structured genealogical relations between 
persons (Carsten 2004b:131).   
 
The Spiritual in Kinship: Group Identity and Shared Ontology of Being 
Kinship can only be fully grasped when considered as an expression and intermingling of 
social and biological connections between people with politico-religious strategies (Doussett 
2007:67).  As Viveiros de Castro (2009:243) argues, kinship involves spiritual belief and 
sentiment because, like magic, kinship entails human means of intentionality and influence 
in a “mysterious effectiveness of relationality”.6  Nature, culture and the “magical” are all 
interlinked so that one studies kinship or one studies nothing at all (Viveiros de Castro 
2009:238).  While Schneider saw the complex interrelation of biology, social and spiritual 
elements of kinship as problematic because it denied the separate existence of kinship, as 
Viveiros de Castro (2009) suggests, this interrelation gives greater reason to study kinship 
and group because kinship holds a fundamental cosmic place in ontological thought (Sahlins 
2011a:7, 2011b:28,39).  Indeed, McKinley (2001) shows kinship to be a philosophy that 
completes a person socially, psychologically and morally so that it is part how each person 
perceives themselves, their interactions and relations with others and the world.  This view 
of kinship as integral to a person’s ontology of being can appropriately situate kinship in the 
context of Aboriginal cosmology and appreciate Aboriginal ways of being and relating 
(McKinley 2001:151-153).   
 
Although kinship may be considered part of an individual’s ontology of being, the “being-
ness of humans is not confined to singular persons”; ontology of being involves relations 
with others and a “unity of the person and the group, the one and the many” (Sahlins 
                                                     
6 Viveiros de Castro (2009) draws on Gell’s (1998) idea that magic is intentionally employed and acts purposefully to 
influence lives and the surrounding world (see also Sahlins 2011b:237). 
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2011b:227-228).  Hence, Sahlins (2011a:11) suggests a “kinship system” to be constructed of 
manifold intersubjective participations founded on “mutualities of being”.  By including 
spirituality, kinship can be seen as “a technique for the transpersonal imposition of being 
into other subjects” whereby members of a social group are intersubjectively constitutive of 
each other and enact a shared ontology of being (Doussett 2005; Sahlins 2011a, 2011b:237).  
Procreative and socially constructed connections, as well as spiritual belief and shared 
ontological logic create the understanding that kin are intrinsic to one another’s existence 
and co-present in each other while simultaneously interdependent (Sahlins 2011a, 2011b).   
 
The extension of the self and being suggests an individual to be a composite of body, soul, 
self, sentiment and others; however, ontologies that establish homonymy and relations 
amongst people become important when considering kinship and communal landownership 
(Sahlins 2011a:10-13; Viveiros de Castro 2009:245; see Strathern 1988:13 on “dividual”).  
The diffusion of the self amongst others involved in a shared ontology of being, suggests that 
bodies, sentiment and experience are transpersonal and experienced by all members of a 
social group (Sahlins 2011a:11-13, 2011b:229-234).  A shared ontology of being provides the 
“logico-meaningful motivation for a wide variety of practices distinctive of people so 
related” who have a complete inner solidarity of souls (Sahlins 2011b:230).  Thus, agency is 
not considered a fact of the individual, but located in relations which are also realised in 
action.  As Doussett (2005:21) recognises when explaining “consubstantiality”, kinship 
involves similitude of being amongst group members, but also agency and acting together 
within social technology.  Hence, a social group defined by shared ontology of being may be 
considered to form a unified group of persons, potentially a corporate landholding group, 
because members of such a group hold a common set of beliefs and consider themselves to 
act together as one being.  Indeed, Doussett (2007:65) suggests that adherence to a 
common and shared cultural web or imaginary content can be thought of as a characteristic 
“corporateness”, creating “the social being as a member of a group”. 
 
Shared Ontology of Being and Landownership 
The role of descent constructs in the description of landholding groups has become less 
certain as anthropologists, scholars and Aboriginal people express different ways of owning 
and having responsibility for land (Babidge 2011; Bauman and Macdonald 2011; Keen 2004; 
Macdonald 2011; Sutton 2003:206-231).  Ingold (2000) highlights how the principle of 
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descent can imply that Aboriginal people draw the substance of their identity with land from 
their immediate genealogical antecedents and that the land acts merely as a surface to 
support inhabitants.  However, rather than viewing the land as a stage, the land itself, 
knowledge of land and relationships with it might be understood as constitutive of people’s 
substance (Ingold 2000; Tonkinson 2011).   Keen (2004) outlines how through spiritual 
connections to mythical ancestors Aboriginal people have consubstantial links with other 
people, country, sacred objects and ceremonies.  Anthropological literature about place 
further demonstrates the incorporation of the landscape into Aboriginal worldviews and the 
individual’s being through cosmological belief (Basso 1996; Berndt and Berndt 1989; Berndt 
1970; Merlan 1998; Morphy 1995; Myers 1991; Rose 1992, 1996).  Myers (1991) in his 
influential work observed how the spiritual “dreaming” includes the landscape and is 
intrinsic and basic to Pintupi self, view of reality and lived experience.  As Bradley (2001) 
demonstrates for the Yanyuwa people, there is no separation between the environment and 
person because all is part of the same perspective and view of the self and the world.  
Further, Macdonald (2011:65 emphasis in original) identifies that “reference to one’s 
territory is a geo-centric spatial-spiritual ontological referent”.  As such, the landscape can 
be considered a life-world of constituted meanings intrinsic to Aboriginal identity, actions 
and ontology.   
 
Including spiritual belief in kinship allows the land to be incorporated into how individuals 
situate themselves in the world, but also considers the land as intrinsic to interpersonal 
relations, collective identity and concepts of social group.  People do not merely “inhabit” 
the land nor are their social interactions merely in place, but as Leach (2003:31) states, 
“kinship is geography, or landscape” (see also Ingold 2000:149-150).  For Yanyuwa people 
“[k]nowledge and Law associated with all of these places has emotional dimensions, and 
becomes the means by which groups of people and individuals negotiate the world around 
them” (Bradley and Kearney 2009:89).  Furthermore, Strang (1997:159-160) outlines how 
Aboriginal expressions of group identity and belonging come primarily from the landscape’s 
associations with mythical ancestral connections and kin relations, so that Aboriginal 
people’s understandings of who they are must be understood as inseparable from place and 
other persons.   
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Situating kinship in shared ontology of being can suitably appreciate such intersubjective 
relations members of a social group have with the landscape as well as each other (see 
Berndt 1970; Myers 1991).  Further, inclusion of the land in a shared ontology of being 
implies that rights and responsibilities in land are not detachable units as might be conceived 
when constructing kinship as primarily descent; rather, rights and duties can be seen as 
intrinsic components of a social group’s shared ontology of being (Viveiros de Castro 
2009:258-259).   One way to explore this relationship between shared ontology of being and 
landownership is through the concept of totemism, which presents collective identities that 
are based in ideas of shared belief and being. 
 
Totemic Group Identity: Shared Ontology of Being 
Although the definition of totemism has been debated in anthropological literature, it can be 
considered as a way people conceive mutual identity and substance with others, and as such 
social groups may be understood to form according to totemic identification (see Stanner 
1979 [1965]:127-130; Williams 1986:224-232).  An aggregation of people with a common 
totemic identity incorporates both procreative links and socially constructed connections 
inherent in kinship, as outlined above.  Hamilton (see Sutton 2003:193) shows that totemism 
for south-eastern Western Desert people often involved connection to a totemic ancestor 
figure through descent; and Elkin (1933b:120) states that for different “totemic clans” 
around Australia, totemic identity can be acquired through matrilineal or patrilineal 
connections, or other chance associations with localised “totemic centres”.  While such work 
emphasises genealogical links between people, kinship connections and group identity in 
terms of totemism can be understood as socially constructed.  Totemism entails a belief in 
oneness of life of humans and natural species, with people and totem considered “one 
flesh” (Elkin 1933a, 1933b:120-122; Stanner 1979 [1965]).  Furthermore, even when 
connections between totemic group members are not “literally” genealogical, people may 
still regard each other as consanguineal kin or of one “blood” (Elkin 1933b:118-130; Sutton 
2003:202).  Such relationships illustrate how a group identity may be created through belief 
in a common substance of totemic beings (Elkin 1933b:129; Stanner 1979 [1965]).   
 
However, as Stanner (1979 [1965]:127 emphasis in original) states, “what is meant by 
Totemism in Aboriginal Australia is always a mystical connection”.  Although Durkheim 
noted the role of sentiment and spiritual belief in totemic designs, Stanner (1989) critiques 
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Durkheim’s presumption that the social order is primary and causal while the religious order 
is secondary and consequential.  Rather, Stanner (1989:27-28) suggests totemism is the 
language of the ontological system – that is the Aboriginal system of reflection on the nature 
of being – and not a consequence of it (see also Stanner 1979 [1965]).  As Peterson (1972) 
argues, sentiment is part of the worldview and beliefs people hold, with totems the 
manipulable foci of sentiments.  Indeed, there is a oneness of notions of “body, spirit, ghost, 
shadow, name, spirit-site and totem… all present in the metaphysical heart of the idea of 
‘person’” (Stanner 1979:25).  It can thus be understood that because totemism involves 
spirituality it may be constitutive of an individual’s being and their understanding of the self, 
such that it also forms part of the philosophy of kinship and interpersonal relations.  As 
Stanner (1979 [1965]:129 emphasis in original) states, totems serve as “signs of unity 
between things or persons unified by something else.”  Through spiritual belief, a group 
based in totemic identity involves not only a common identity, but mutuality of being and a 
shared ontology of being amongst members of the same totemic identity.   
 
The Locality of Totemic Group Identity 
Totems are symbols as Levi-Strauss (1969) demonstrated, but they are also themselves, 
whether that is an animal species, an ancestral spirit or a natural element (Peterson 1972; 
Stanner 1979 [1965]).  However, Peterson (1972) illustrates how past anthropological 
studies of totemism generally failed to explore the relationship between totems and locality.  
In fact, Elkin (1933a:73) admitted that developing a better understanding of the totemic 
designation and delimitation of localities to particular groups was needed.  Peterson 
(1972:24) reasons that looking beyond the relationship of totem and social group to 
additionally study the link between totemism and locality is needed because two people 
may hold the same totem but as part of different landed identities. 
 
Totemism appears to bring the material world into consideration by laying out ecological 
knowledge in material form (Rose 1997; Strehlow 1970).  Although focusing on conception 
totemism, Spencer and Gillen (1899) identified how totems are attached to localities and not 
persons or determined groups.  Peterson (1972) portrays totems to be symbolic of specific 
localities as well as totemic ancestors who were directly and physically related to the 
landscape from their travel over the land at the time they created it (see also Strehlow 1970; 
Tonkinson 2011).  Geographical features can thus be considered proof of the founding 
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creative acts and the continued residence of totemic forces in the landscape (Stanner 
1989:159).  Furthermore, because totemic ancestors shape the landscape and descendents 
use symbolised and spiritual capacity to invest in the environment, the landscape can be 
recognised as a collective repository of totemic signs with a multitude of living meanings 
(Tonkinson 2011:340).   
 
Totemic spiritual belief, including belief in eternal earth-born totemic ancestors, connects 
mortal humans and the landscape (Stanner 1979 [1965]; Strehlow 1978 [1964]:19).  
Strehlow (1978 [1964]) shows for the Aranda, how people were completely recreated in the 
image of totemic ancestors who continually resided in the landscape.  Indeed, Strehlow 
(1970:135) observed that severing Central Australian “tribal groups” from the totemic 
geographical environment might have catastrophic effects including emotional and religious 
damage.  Hence, totemism and the associated landscape can be understood as part of a 
person’s ontology of being and view of the self.  As Stanner (1979 [1965]:133 emphasis in 
original) states, “*b+ody, spirit, name, shadow, track, and totem and its sacred place are all 
within the one system.  They all imply each other”.  Further, Tonkinson (2011:333) describes 
how totemism can be understood as the key to the “ancestor-human-landscape-cosmos 
nexus” in which the object world of landscape “anchors the human subject’s consciousness 
and identity but also mediates relationships between the individual agent and the 
collectivity”, between society and wider cosmic order.  Therefore, through spiritual totemic 
belief land can be seen as included in a person’s ontology of being and their relations with 
others of the same totemic identity such that land is intrinsic in a totemic identity group’s 
shared ontology of being.  As Elkin (1964:165) states, Aboriginal totemism is “a view of 
nature and life, of the universe and land, which colours and influences the Aborigines’ social 
groupings and mythologies”.   
 
Including the landscape in the shared ontology of being of a totemic identity group can 
suggest affiliation to specific localities for such a group of people.7  Peterson (1972) shows 
how by considering totemism as a mechanism that orders and is ordered by sentimental 
attachments to landscape, totemism links person, group and country and informs a highly 
adaptive spatial classification of the population.  For example, Peterson (1972:24) notes that 
                                                     
7
 It cannot, however, be assumed that Aboriginal totemic landholding groups are always present where unconnected 
genealogical subgroups subscribe to a common Dreaming and homeland (Sutton 2003:154-155).   
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the spiritual aspects of totemic designs for the Murngin refer to specific portions of their 
clan’s estate.  The connection of persons and places via mythical totemic events, suggests 
that totemism shapes totemic identity group socially as well as physically within the natural 
environment (Stanner 1979 [1965], 1989).  Spiritual aspects of totemism can establish 
cosmological transects of land through association with totemic beings, which people in turn 
view as integral to their shared totemic identity (Morphy 1990; Strehlow 1970; Tonkinson 
2011:329).  As Stanner (1965:11-13) suggests, identification with a particular place is largely 
a demarcation of totemic identity, and while many Aboriginal people may be able to identify 
places as totem-sites, certain places will hold special significance and connection for 
particular persons.   
 
Literature on Australian Aboriginal totemism has favoured patrilineal landholding groups 
(Sutton 2003:202-203; Elkin 1933b); however, a totemic identity group may be considered to 
hold responsibility for and identify with land (Keen 2004; Williams 1986).  Beckett (see Keen 
2004:152) believes that although dispersed through the Yuwaaliyaay community, matri-
groups had an association with and possibly controlled land through totemic relations.  
Warner (1969 [1937]:136) observed that among the Yolgnu people totemic groups had 
responsibility for their totemic species, but their responsibility also extended to the land 
associated with totemic ancestors.8  Indeed, totemism can be considered to play a key role 
in validating social order and norms, which can also regulate authority held over country 
(Keen 2004:210, 299).  As Stanner (1965:13) suggests, mystical relations with land not only 
allow Aboriginal persons to possess place, but also denote some form of rights to control the 
natural products, immaterial property and human activities associated with the place.  
Furthermore, when considering a social group in terms of a shared ontology of being, rights 
in land are constructed as inseparable from the mutuality of being and spiritual beliefs of a 
totemic identity group. 
 
Moreover, a totemic identity group may be considered as a kind of corporate landholding 
group because members act collectively in relation to land over time.  Strehlow (1970) for 
example, portrayed totemic groups as an entity or institution with a form of group 
regulation and suggested that totemism for Aboriginal people in Central Australia was the 
                                                     
8
 Williams (1986:94-96, 224-232) discusses the various and conflicting explanations of Yolgnu landownership.  She highlights 
the many ways anthropologists have employed the term “clan”, and suggests Warner’s unclear association of this term with 
totemism.  
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vital tie binding the social, political and religious elements with the economic facts of the 
geographical environment and the details of the totemic landscape.  Peterson (1972:28-29) 
argues that people of a common totemic identity act as a cohesive unit in relation to land by 
illustrating how for Warlbiri and Murngin people, persons of one totem identify with locality 
through unique ownership and enactment of specific totemic designs, songs and emblems.   
Similarly, Strehlow (1970:102-105) discusses communal performances and regulation of 
totemic rituals by Aranda people who shared a totemic identity.  Normative sanctions and 
consequences for distributing totemic ritual knowledge outside the totemic identity group 
enhance the portrayal that a totemic identity group was a cohesive unit (Strehlow 1970).  
However, when referring to Mardu totemism, Tonkinson (2011:339-340) does not explicitly 
state, and nor should it be uncritically assumed, that because persons have knowledge and 
connection with landscape, sites, myths, song lines, rituals and objects through totemism 
that a totemic identity group collectively owns such property as a corporate unit.   
 
Nonetheless, the spiritual aspect of totemism suggests that totemism plays a role in the 
“mystical-jural-ritual” linkage between corporate groups and localities (Stanner 1965:18).  
Stanner (1979 [1965]:143) argued that, “*e+ach [Aboriginal] group was corporate in all that 
its totems signified and symbolised.  Aboriginal totemic groups were thus sacred 
corporations in perpetuity”.  By viewing spiritual totemic belief as integral to kinship, 
people’s actions in the landscape can be considered as collective rights held by all persons of 
one totemic identity who share their being.   
 
Extending the Concept of Shared Ontology of Being: Conclusion 
Considering kinship as a philosophy that involves dynamic relations of spiritual, biological 
and social aspects suggests a social group may be understood as based in ideas of a shared 
ontology of being.  Shared totemic identity may be considered to delineate such a social 
group because totemic links among Aboriginal persons and the landscape can be understood 
as ontological connections of mutuality in that they reflect spiritual belief and the substance 
which make up a person – a person’s nature of being.  Furthermore, totemic ontological 
connections can be understood as corporate, and thus applicable to ideas of landownership 
and native title, because they contribute to norms that govern behaviour among people in a 
group and behaviour of that group of persons in relation to land.  However, further 
investigation and examination of ethnographic case study material allows greater certainty 
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and awareness of the intricacies in such relations between totemism, group identity and 
landownership. 
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Chapter Four 
Cherbourg in 1934: Tennant-Kelly and Totemism 
Although the notes on totemism collected by Caroline Tennant-Kelly at Cherbourg in 1934 
reflect the anthropological concerns of her time, they also provide material for the analysis 
of how totemism may relate to concepts of Aboriginal social group and landownership.  
Themes of social organisation and kinship, ceremony and religious belief appear in her field 
notes and more specifically these themes arise in her data on totemism.  Exploring Tennant-
Kelly’s field notes along such themes allows investigation into understandings of Aboriginal 
totemic group identity and the relation of such identities to land.  
 
Archives as Methodology: Contextualising Ethnography 
In mid-December 2009, after placing an advertisement in a local paper, Kim de Rijke and 
Tony Jefferies from University of Queensland retrieved what is now known as the “Caroline 
Kelly Collection” from the garage of a cattleman near Tintenbar (de Rijke and Jefferies 
2010a, 2010b).9  The boxes contained an estimated 1800 separate items left by Caroline 
Tennant-Kelly and include anthropological records such as letters, manuscripts, notebooks 
and photographs, as well as personal files of letters, poems, family photos and travel writing 
(de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a:1).  Material from Tennant-Kelly’s 1934 fieldwork at Cherbourg, 
which is the focus of my research, includes primary data such as wordlists, kinship diagrams, 
notes on totemism, religious ritual practices and territorial knowledge, but also includes 
correspondence and drafts of papers and presentations (de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a:4, 
2011:171; Tennant-Kelly 1909-1987 UQFL489).  Although Tennant-Kelly sorted ethnographic 
material she collected at Cherbourg into folders labelled with names of ethno-linguistic 
groups, overall organisation and reliable filing of field notes is minimal and as de Rijke and 
Jefferies (2011:177) suggest, it is necessary to consider the collection as a whole (see also de 
Rijke and Jefferies 2010a, 2010b). 
 
When reading any ethnography critical analysis is required and critical analysis of older 
works demands particular consideration of historical and methodological context (Burke 
2007:164; Corbellini 2007:3; Palmer 2010).  Anthropological field notes ought to be 
                                                     
9
 While the archives are officially called the “Caroline Kelly Collection”, I use “Caroline Tennant-Kelly” throughout this thesis 
and in the title to reflect the variety of names she used and her use of this name at the time of her work at Cherbourg 
(Fryer Library 2010). 
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considered within the theoretical paradigm and general context of their production to 
further understand the meanings they construct (Finlayson 1999:92; Glaskin 2010; Palmer 
2010; Pilbrow 2010; Robinson 2001; Sanjek 1990).  Further, field notes are a partial, rather 
than complete representation of an anthropologist’s thoughts, actions, beliefs, meanings 
and conclusions (Glaskin 2010:42; Pilbrow 2009:4).  Genealogical information found within 
field notes ought to also be regarded as a social fact reflective of political, demographic, 
theoretical and cultural factors (Finlayson and Curthoys 1997:4).  Therefore, genealogical 
information represents “one version of the truth” at a moment in time, due to its 
construction at a specific time, in a specific context, for a specific purpose (Morgan and 
Wilmot 2010:7).  Moreover, anthropologists tend to read past ethnographic material 
through current paradigms, and the legal limitations and requirements of native title further 
influence how researchers in this field approach early ethnography (Bennell 2006:p106-108; 
Burke 2010; Corbellini 2007:1; Finlayson and Curthoys 1997:9; Glaskin 2010:38; Pilbrow 
2009:1-2, 2010).  Such considerations have guided my analysis of Tennant-Kelly’s field notes. 
 
The Anthropologist Caroline Tennant-Kelly and her Fieldwork at Cherbourg 
In 1934, Caroline Tennant-Kelly undertook four months of fieldwork at Cherbourg (See 
Figure 1), having only studied anthropology for two years and previously conducted 
fieldwork on one occasion  (de Rijke and Jefferies 2011:172; Radi n.d.).10  She arrived at 
Cherbourg with the aim of investigating in a “scientific manner the social anthropology of 
the aborigine” before the “breakdown of their culture” (Gray 2007:127; Kidd 1997:125; 
Tennant-Kelly 1935:461).11  Perhaps due to her supervisor A.P. Elkin’s influence, Tennant-
Kelly was additionally interested in “culture contact”: how Aboriginal people had adapted 
and continued their cultural practices and the effect of a government settlement on 
Aboriginal society and culture (de Rijke and Jefferies 2010b:4, 2011; Kelly 1944).  Tennant-
Kelly thus balanced the demands of documenting “diminishing” traditional cultural 
characteristics such as Aboriginal kinship and social organisation, with the interest areas of 
culture contact and continuity (de Rijke and Jefferies 2011:177; Gray 2007:23-25; Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-iii UQFL489 1(6):‘Thursday.  Dearest, Your Sunday letter…’) (see Appendix A for 
further contextualisation of Tennant-Kelly’s fieldwork at Cherbourg). 
 
                                                     
10
 Tennant-Kelly’s only previous fieldwork was conducted on Fraser Island in 1932 (de Rijke and Jefferies 2011:172).  Field 
notes from this research are held by the Fryer Library (see Tennant-Kelly n.d.-www UQFL489 7(1)). 
11
 QSA A/69984, 14.3.34, Professor Elkin to Bleakley, as cited in Kidd (1997:125) 
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Figure 1: Map of Queensland showing location of Cherbourg   
(Google Maps 2011) 
 
Although Caroline Tennant-Kelly does not formally describe her methodology, her field notes 
clarify her use of participant-observation in her research at Cherbourg (de Rijke and Jefferies 
2011:171).  Indeed, she “dressed like a native, sat under the trees with natives”, was 
“adopted into” a family and given a suitable section name and totem (Kidd 1997:125; 
Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ss UQFL489 1(6):‘Monday.  Dearest, Had a merry time today…’, n.d.-nnn 
UQFL489 1(6):‘Tuesday.  Belovedest, a short note…’).12  A white visitor to the settlement 
even stated when pointing at Tennant-Kelly, “look at that one, she’s almost like a white 
girl!!” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-q UQFL489 1(6):‘Cherburg Monday.  Belovedest, Had it not 
been…’).  Tennant-Kelly also partook in the collection of rations and camping trips with 
Aboriginal residents, and participated in funerary wailing at a boys funeral due to her 
position as a “relative” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-q UQFL489 1(6):‘Cherburg Monday.  Belovedest, 
                                                     
12
 Kidd (1997:125) refers to correspondence between W. Porteus Semple, the Superintendent at Cherbourg and John 
Bleakley, the Chief Protector of Aborigines in which Tennant-Kelly is described to dress and behave like natives (QSA 
A/69455, 24.1.35, Semple to Bleakley). 
Tennant-Kelly described how Aboriginal residents at Cherbourg told her she had possum as a totem and was a certain 
section within the four section kinship system in operation.  She suggested that this defined her behaviour and how she 
related and spoke to people on the settlement (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-uuu UQFL489 1(6), n.d.-vvv UQFL489 1(7)). 
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Had it not been…’, n.d.-vvv UQFL489 1(7)).  The number of “tribes” for which Tennant-Kelly 
collected information during her short stay at Cherbourg and her problematic attempts at 
separating information into folders for each “tribe” limited the depth of her data collection 
and analysis, and hence ethnographic material provides a good indication but not a 
complete representation of cultural practice (de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a:3; Tennant-Kelly 
n.d.-ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 ‘(undated letter) Dear Professor...’, n.d.-zzz UQFL489 7, 1934 
UQFL489 7(2):2 ‘Dear Professor 11 July 1934’).13 
 
Themes from Tennant-Kelly’s Cherbourg Material 
Generally Caroline Tennant-Kelly was interested in social organisation and followed a 
structural-functionalist approach along the interests of her time.  Division of society into 
structured components is illustrated in what appears to be a list of research topics (Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-zz UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘retrospective sketch (list)’).  For example: “The family the 
tribe the horde and linguistic group”.  The wealth of data relating to marriage rules, 
moieties, section system and totemism highlights Tennant-Kelly’s use of kinship to explain 
social organisation.  She also produced many notes on ceremony and religious life which no 
doubt appeared indicative of life “before the breakdown of their culture” (Tennant-Kelly 
1935:461).  Tennant-Kelly recorded the existence of “medicine men” and legends particular 
to named groups (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-aa UQFL489 7(6):‘Initiation – Tommy Norley’, n.d.-mm 
UQFL489 7(3):‘Kungabula’, n.d.-eee UQFL489 7(11):‘The Guoa of Guoamulko’).  Numerous 
detailed descriptions of funerary ceremonies, the associated wailing, smoking practices and 
the destruction of the deceased’s possessions demonstrate that ceremony and Aboriginality 
were present at Cherbourg and that “among the remnants of ritual retained the most 
dominant were those of burial and mourning” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-xx UQFL489 7(2):6 ‘Notes 
on the Retentions of Ritual and Custom Among Missionised Natives’; for further examples 
see Tennant-Kelly n.d.-v UQFL489 7(18):‘Fred Embury...’, n.d.-aa UQFL489 7(6):‘Initiation – 
Tommy Norley’, n.d.-uu UQFL489 7(8):‘Mrs South’s Death’).    
 
                                                     
13
 “Tribe” is a problematised term in anthropological discourse (see Keen 2004:134-135; Palmer 2009; Sutton 2003:42-43).  
However Tennant-Kelly used this term to refer to what may be described as ethno-linguistic groups of people at Cherbourg 
(de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a, 2010b).  She produced a rough map of locations for such “tribes” in southern Queensland and 
recorded specific details from informants about geographical features that marked “tribal” boundaries (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-
m UQFL489 7(2): ‘Badjela – Fraser Island...’, n.d.-xxx UQFL489 7(4), 1934 UQFL489 7(2):1 ‘Dear Professor Thursday May 
18th').  For ease and to avoid misunderstandings I refer to the groups she labelled “tribes” as “named groups”.   
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Aside from social organisation and religion, Tennant-Kelly wrote that due to hardships in 
maintaining practices of “tribal” boundaries and customs, “totemism is the most important 
and living part of their old life and a deeper understanding of it should be the aim of all who 
have these people in their care” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-l UQFL489 7(7):‘14 – It is true…’).  While 
moieties and sections were important, Tennant-Kelly noted that “the greatest emphasis, 
however, is on the totem... [and] people remember their totems and pass them on to their 
children when all else is forgotten” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-hhh UQFL489 7(7):‘This marriage 
rule...’, 1935:466).  Her focus on totemism was of its time in that it forms part of her interest 
in religious belief (Peterson 1972; Rose 1997).  However, Tennant-Kelly also shows totemism 
to be an enduring element of social organisation in Aboriginal society at the settlement 
(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-u UQFL489 7(2):7 ‘During last year...’, n.d.-z UQFL489 7(7):‘I would like to 
point out…’, 1935:471-472). 
 
Totemism - Social Organisation and Kinship 
Tennant-Kelly’s field notes on totems reflect concepts of kinship and social organisation 
through Aboriginal moieties and section systems.  She produced numerous lists of moieties, 
noting the corresponding sections and totems for each “tribe” (see for example Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-r UQFL489 7(10):‘Dharambul – Sonny Sunflower’, n.d.-bb UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘Kabi 
Kabi moieties’, n.d.-dd UQFL489 7(2):11 ‘Kabi Kabi’, n.d.-yyy UQFL489 7(7), 1935:464).  
Tennant-Kelly recorded that all totemic animals in the same moiety as a person were 
sometimes referred to as the person’s full totem (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-s UQFL489 7(8):‘Dolly 
Button Book I’, n.d.-aaa UQFL489 7(10):‘Sonny Sunflower fath’, n.d.-jjj UQFL489 
7(12):‘Tommy Tomi Tomi or Jack Snow’).  Meanwhile, she suggested that “sections gave you 
a definite way to know the people to whom you should marry without offence to the 
totemic ancestor” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k UQFL489 7(7):‘12 – I speak here…’).  For the Kangalu 
“tribe”, Tennant-Kelly further examined the interrelation of sections and totemism, listing 
totems connected to each of the four sections (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-x UQFL489 7(18):‘Harriet 
Mummins – Kangalu’). 
 
Tennant-Kelly charted information on totemism in the form of genealogical data.  
Genealogical charts commonly record an individual’s moiety, section and/or totemic 
affiliation rather than personal names.  The charts demonstrate matrilineal inheritance of 
totems because mothers have the same totem as their children and their own mothers, their 
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mother’s mother and so on (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-g UQFL489 7(13):‘(chart)’, n.d.-kk UQFL489 
7(11):‘Kujor (chart)’, n.d.-ll UQFL489 7(3):‘Kungabula (chart)’, n.d.-tt UQFL489 7(8):‘Mrs 
South’).  Although genealogies do not necessarily indicate how the wider society is 
structured, Tennant-Kelly’s analysis of matrilineal connections in one of her draft papers 
suggests the involvement of totemism and genealogical connections in general social 
organisation:  
it does not matter whom she marries your descent remains the 
same and you are the same totem as your mothers [sic] mother and 
your mothers [sic] brother both important people to you.  So that 
the social pattern as far as you are concerned is not disturbed 
(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-j 7(2):8 ‘11 – There was no sense of shame...’).   
Tennant-Kelly additionally made some links between totemism and father’s side, especially 
concerning the naming of individuals.  The name that a stranger used for a person and the 
name a relative used were both derived from the father’s totem (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ww 
UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘Naming’, n.d.-vv UQFL489 7(8):‘Naming among Kuam and Bidjera’, 
1935:468).  For example: Kuam woman Dolly Button “is possum like her mother”, but was 
given a name that translated as “emu-walking-up-and-down” in reference to her father’s 
totem, the emu (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ii UQFL489 7(2):17 ‘Kuam page 5’).   
 
The large amount of data Caroline Tennant-Kelly collected on marriage rules and 
conventions in reference to totemism further relates totemism to social organisation.  She 
noted that an ideal marriage partner was of the right section, but also marriage was 
preferably of a woman with the same totem as her future husband’s father.  If this was not 
possible a wife ought to have a totem belonging to the same moiety as her future father-in-
law (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-b UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(10) – A man whose father’).  As Tennant-Kelly 
recorded Abraham Johnson to state: “if my father is possum my wife is possum” (Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-lll UQFL489 7(15):‘Totemism – A. Johnson’; for other examples see Tennant-Kelly 
n.d.-ff UQFL489 7(12):‘Kambuwal Tomi Tomi (chart)’, n.d.-aaa UQFL489 7(10):‘Sonny 
Sunflower fath’).  Due to marriage rules a child therefore typically had the same totem as 
their father’s father and their mother (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-b UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(10) – A man 
whose father’).  Furthermore, marriage between people of the same totem or of totems 
from the same moiety was ideally prohibited even if they “come from miles and miles away” 
(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k UQFL489 7(7):‘12 – I speak here…’).  Indeed, Tennant-Kelly recorded 
that a marriage between two possums was a scandal and much talked about event 
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(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-j UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘11 – There was no sense of shame…’, n.d.-pp UQFL489 
7(3):‘Luke Don 2’).   
 
Tennant-Kelly noted that the emphasis people place on identification with totem makes 
certain their relationship and social behaviour toward other people (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k 
UQFL489 7(7):‘12 – I speak here…’, 1935:466).  For example: Maggie Brown of the Gurang 
Gurang is noted to have said, “possums are my relations” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-h UQFL489 
7(16):‘2 Maggie Brown (St George)’); for Sonny Sunflower his sister-in-law and mother were 
both “mother” because they had water as their totem (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-rr UQFL489 
7(10):‘Meeting a Stranger’).14  Furthermore, Tennant-Kelly recorded:  
I am possum.  Then to all possum I show brotherly love and 
friendship for contemporaries and great respect for older people, 
and here is the point this is [sic] irrespective of whether they are 
blood kin or not (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k UQFL489 7(7):‘12 – I speak 
here…’).   
Even wrong marriage did “not alter the importance of knowing that because I belong to such 
and such a section I am a ‘kangaroo’, and therefore, I am a such and such to you, and I 
behave to you in such and such a pattern” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-z UQFL489 7(7):‘I would like to 
point out…’).  Tennant-Kelly’s field notes also suggest totemism indicates kin terms to be 
used, to whom one must lend things, to whom one can and cannot talk to or fight with, how 
to distribute food and what one can eat (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-t UQFL489 7(14):‘Dunkibura—
jow page 2’, n.d.-qq UQFL489 7(3):‘Luke Don’, n.d.-kkk UQFL489 7(6):‘Totem=Bindi Tommy 
Norley (chart)’, n.d.-yyy UWFL489 7(7), 1935:469-470).   
 
Tennant-Kelly describes in her notes how, regardless of their “tribal” grouping, Aboriginal 
people at Cherbourg behaved towards others and formed associations with people 
according to totemic affiliation.  She wrote: 
No that is not my talk (language) but I am same way as this feller 
(indicating someone of the bigger groups) and so I stay along his 
way.  Interpreted this means that the member of the lesser group 
has found someone in the larger group who has the same totem as 
himself and thus he is able to claim the whole kin on this and use 
the talk which is being used by a greater number of people and in 
this way he becomes part of the large group. (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-fff 
UQFL489 7(18):‘The Queensland Reserve’ page 2; see also Tennant-
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 However, it is somewhat unclear to me from Tennant-Kelly’s field notes whether Sonny was primarily referring to totem 
or moiety in finding commonality between his mother and sister-in-law. 
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Kelly n.d.-c UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(3) – Despite the many changes’, n.d.-
qq UQFL489 7(3):‘Luke Don’, 1935:463-464): 
The importance of totemic relationships in collective action regardless of “tribal” affiliation is 
seen in Tennant-Kelly’s notes taken from an informant about disputes:  
In time of fighting or when a big quarrel springs up in the tribe then I 
will go and stand with my mothers [sic] brother and my mothers 
mothers [sic] brother.  In camp quarrels the women join us.  Thus 
everyone who has the same totem is standing together.  My father 
will leave us and stand with his sister and his mother and mothers 
[sic] brother... A mother will tell a young boy in time of quarrelling, 
‘go stand with your uncle not with your father’ (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-t 
UQFL489 7(14):‘Dunkibura—jow page 2’).   
In “fights you really stand according to your kuyor” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-n UQFL489 
7(14):‘Barong=Bunda (genealogical chart)’).15  Thus, Tennant-Kelly’s notes illustrate how 
totemic identity in a range of settings was implicated in social behaviour of Aboriginal people 
and ascribed patterns of social behaviour to particular groups of people. 
 
Totemism - Ceremony and Religious Belief 
Tennant-Kelly’s field notes taken from funerary ceremonies contain significant mention of 
totemism (see for example Tennant-Kelly n.d.-f UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(6) – joined up…’, n.d.-aa 
UQFL489 7(6):‘Initiation – Tommy Norley’, n.d.-ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 ‘(undated letter) Dear 
Professor...’, 1935).  In several documents Tennant-Kelly detailed a child’s funeral where the 
father of the deceased danced like his father’s totem the eaglehawk, but also imitated his 
dead son’s totem the scrub turkey and sometimes would draw on the ground or dance in a 
way to signify his own totem the carpet snake (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-f UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(6) – 
joined up…’, n.d.-ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 ‘(undated letter) Dear Professor...’).  Tennant-Kelly 
interpreted that this dancing of the grandfather’s totem not only brought in the father’s 
“line” but also prepared the child to meet the grandfather’s totem in the other world 
(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-cc UQFL489 7(18):‘Kabi Kabi.  The carpet snake...’).  Data on death 
further draws upon totemism and spirituality, and Tennant-Kelly described how a person 
upon death went “up to other world where you are met by your own totem and introduced 
to all your ‘own people’ ie all other natural species in the same moiety” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-f 
UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(6) – joined up…’).  For Dolly Button, at death one is introduced to totemic 
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 As Tennant-Kelly stated in her previous page of notes, “Kuyor” here is used to mean “bindi” or “euri” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-
y UQFL489 7(14): ‘I am Barong’).  By these terms she most likely refers to “totem” (see Ross 2008:97). 
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animals that are the “nearest relatives” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ggg UQFL489 7(8):‘they hung 
around...’).   
 
Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic data contains information on the human act of dreaming and 
illustrates the spiritual connection between totem, self and other people.  She noted a Kabi 
Kabi man told her:  
carpet snake is my ‘dream’ we call it dream because we get our 
messages in dreams thru this animal.  So if I dream of a c[arpet] 
snake I know my brother or my mothers [sic] brother is sick.  That is 
if this snake looks sick if it is walking towards you then they will visit 
you.  If it is a female snake it is a femal[e] rel.[ative]... if we should 
dream of emu or possum or anything else well then that is someone 
belonging to that dream (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-cc UQFL489 7(18):‘Kabi 
Kabi.  The carpet snake...’).   
Other examples of dreaming illustrate similar connections between totemic animals and 
persons (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-i UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘8 – immediately after…’, n.d.-hh UQFL489 
7(13):‘King Parrot & Eaglehawk attachment relations’, 1935:468-469).  Tennant-Kelly 
documented the story of one man who killed a snake of the same moiety as himself without 
realising, only to then become very thin.16  He remained sick until he admitted to a woman 
who had dreamt of this event that he had killed a relative (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-cc UQFL489 
7(18):‘Kabi Kabi.  The carpet snake...’).  Totemic spiritual beliefs recorded by Tennant-Kelly 
thus show how Aboriginal people understood shared identity of persons and totemic beings 
as an inseparable relationship and a mutuality of being. 
 
Totemism and the Landscape 
Tennant-Kelly recorded a connection of totemism directly to geographical features.  She 
listed plant species as a totem under moieties for certain named groups (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-
bb UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘Kabi Kabi moieties’, n.d.-gg UQFL489 7(7):‘Kangabula (list)’, n.d.-nn 
UQFL489 7(2):9 ‘Kunkeri (Blackall)’, n.d.-yy UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘Notes on Totemism. Kangalu’, 
n.d.-qqq UQFL489 7(2):24 ‘Widi (Clermont)’).  Furthermore, for the Wierdi each totem was 
connected to and “owns” a specific tree species (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-rrr UQFL489 
7(7):‘Wierdi.’, 1935:466).  A direct link between totem and tree species is explicit where 
Tennant-Kelly recorded that a Kabi Kabi person told her that “grass tree was a carpet snake 
once” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-w UQFL489 7(13):‘Grass tree...’).  Furthermore, Tennant-Kelly 
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 Although in her notes Tennant-Kelly referred to moiety in this instance, the story concerns the snake which was also 
often a totemic animal (see Tennant-Kelly n.d.-bb UQFL489 7(2): 24 ‘Kabi Kabi moieties’). 
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wrote that the primary function of totems is “mans relationship to nature” and in 
descriptions of human behaviour she referred to totemic animals which are physically part 
of the landscape and environment (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k UQFL489 7(7):’12 – I speak here…’).  
For example: “my bindi is bilbi, he eats these grubs so I eat them too” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ee 
UQFL489 7(2):17 ‘Kalali page 6’). 
 
Tennant-Kelly noted how when explaining distribution of totems into moiety groups, 
informants referred to common geographic attributes of totems, such as vegetation type, 
water, flying or residence in a certain tree (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-d UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(4) Kabi 
(Maryborough) this…’, n.d.-p UQFL489 7(5):‘Charlotte’, n.d.-r UQFL489 7(10):‘Dharambul – 
Sonny Sunflower’, n.d.-hh UQGL489 7(13):‘King Parrot & eaglehawk attachment relations’, 
1935:465).  For example, a relationship between totemism and land is seen where she 
recorded a Kuam person’s explanation: 
Trees which grew along side creeks or in waterholes and swamps 
were in the same moiety as water and fishes and water fowl etc.  
Eaglehawk, plain turkey, “everything that flies all work together”, 
“carpet snake and all ground workers who live in trees… all work 
together” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-e UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(5) – comes from 
another…’).17   
 
Field notes on spiritual belief include the landscape and totemism.  For example, Tennant-
Kelly records increase rites for what are sometimes totemic species and refers to their 
enactment at specific localities such as mountains within the broader landscape (Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-f UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(6) – joined up…’).  Mythical “legends” recorded by Tennant-
Kelly involve travel in the landscape by animals that are sometimes also listed as totems (see 
for example Tennant-Kelly n.d.-mm UQFL489 7(3):‘Kungabula’, n.d.-ppp UQFL489 
7(18):‘Waka waka’).  Further, Tennant-Kelly noted localities as spirit homes or resting places 
for certain animals.  For instance, “Talagoona Station” was the spirit home of the turtle 
(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-jj UQFL489 7(3):‘Kuam, Kanju, Wadja’).  People were in turn connected 
to spirit homes:  
A very holy place.  Our spirit home.  Moon was grandfather to two 
sisters.  At that rock commemorates where he took them to heaven 
on a rope.  Now… when a member of the tribe dies his spirit goes to 
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 By “work together” Tennant-Kelly referred to how these totems were closely related and/or placed under the same 
moiety. 
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this place and goes up the rope to heaven.  (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-bbb 
UQFL489 7(10):‘Spirit Home’).   
Although Tennant-Kelly did not always specify animals with spirit homes as totemic animals, 
her mythical stories suggest that a connection between person and localities was mediated 
by spiritual belief in animals which are potentially totems.   
 
In her notes, Tennant-Kelly relates distinct tracts of land to totemism.  She identified totemic 
animals of the same moiety “all travelled together *in the+ olden time” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-e 
UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(5) – comes from another…’, n.d.-oo UQFL489 7(8):‘Lizzie Duncan – Kuam’).  
While such belief in group totemic ancestral travel does not indicate that a tract of land is 
specific to a particular totemic identity, it does illustrate that at least moiety groups through 
totemism had some connection to a tract of land.  Furthermore, Tennant-Kelly noted that 
the division of totemic species into moiety groupings probably held for several adjacent 
“tribes” and that the changes in her list of these had a definite geographical significance, due 
to the presence and interaction with different species for people from different geographical 
areas (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-d 7(2):8 ‘(4) Kabi (Maryborough) this...’, 1935:464).  For example, 
she recorded that Sonny Sunflower told her: “I have never seen any Wuturu water until I go 
west” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-rr UQFL489 7(10):‘Meeting a Stranger’).18  Tennant-Kelly expressed 
the idea that different totems were held by people of different geographical areas in her 
notes on the Dunkibura and Dunkijow people: One group were hunters in the hills and the 
other fishers following the river, and a person would “always marry a river man if one was a 
hunter, because the totems would be so widely different that it constituted a ‘good’ 
marriage” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ddd UQFL 7(14):‘The Dunkibura and Dunkijow’).19 
 
Tennant-Kelly’s notes on totemism specifically refer to responsibility for country where she 
recorded that Fred Embury told her: “all this country round here (back of scrub paddock) 
belonged to my grandfather and I work him now.  Working a country meant looking after the 
various totemic centres” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ccc UQFL489 7(18):‘Talking to Fred Embury’).  
Her reference to “totemic centres” indicates a direct relation between totemism and 
obligations toward localities.  Assuming Tennant-Kelly referred to a patrilineal grandfather 
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 Sonny refers to how he does not group totems associated with water under the moiety named Wuturu, yet he has 
encountered other people from a different place further West who group water totems under the moiety correlating to 
“Wuturu”.  It is unclear to me if Tennant-Kelly referred to a moiety grouping of totems or a single totem in her notes, but 
they still show the different categorisation of totems in different areas.   
19
 Tennant-Kelly referred to marriage with a person of a different and suitable section and totem. 
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and marriage rules were followed so that Fred and his patrilineal grandfather were of the 
same totem, her note may suggest that responsibility for specific tracts of land was inherited 
according to totemic identity and formed part of the obligations associated with totemic 
identity.20  However, it is unclear whether matrilineal totemic or patrilineal connection is of 
primary importance for Fred Embury in the relationship to his grandfather, or whether he 
was even perhaps referring to his matrilineal grandfather.  Hence this note most clearly 
illustrates the general connection and sense of responsibility Aboriginal people had for land 
through totemism.  Tennant-Kelly also stated that due to the fact that individuals she spoke 
to were removed from their country and restricted in their activities on the settlement, the 
lack of practice of “horde” and/or “tribal” boundaries meant a loss of social coherence.  She 
wrote that, thus it was “significant that totemism has withheld the onslaughts of our culture 
which have overtaken so many other parts of their social pattern” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-z UQFL 
7(7):‘I would like to point out…’).21  While her comment may imply that totemic identity 
played a prominent role in landownership and the differentiation between groups on land as 
well as social organisation, the significance of totemic identity for geographic boundaries 
and responsibilities is not made explicitly clear and hence her note shows an association 
rather than an explicit mechanism between totemic identity and landownership. 
 
Tennant-Kelly’s Totemism Beyond 1934 
The data Tennant-Kelly recorded from her fieldwork at Cherbourg in 1934, is particularly rich 
in detailing kinship, social organisation and religious belief, and it specifically highlights the 
importance of totemism in Aboriginal people’s lives on the settlement.  Tennant-Kelly uses 
genealogical charts, describes social behaviour and records ceremonies and spiritual practice 
in her depiction of totemism, totemic identity and associated behaviour; yet it is the 
inclusion of locality in Tennant-Kelly’s field notes on totemism which suggests that her 
ethnographic material can provide a valuable resource for native title anthropology which is 
concerned with Aboriginal connections to land.   
                                                     
20
 Tennant-Kelly possibly referred to Fred’s patrilineal grandfather, following the general understanding in anthropology of 
the time that land was inherited along patrilineal connections (Elkin 1933a, 1933b; Sutton 1998, 2003; Keen 2004).  
21 Tennant-Kelly appears somewhat unclear in her use of the terms “horde” and “tribe” as forms of social organisation.  
Indeed, such terms remain problematic in anthropological literature (see Keen 2004:134-135; Palmer 2009; Sutton 2003:39-
43). 
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Chapter Five 
Discussion: Tennant-Kelly’s Field Notes and Totemic Identity Group 
in Native Title 
Drawing upon reasoning in Chapter Three that kinship can be understood as part of 
ontological logic and social group through a lens of shared ontology of being, Caroline 
Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic data may be considered to have relevant applications in the 
native title context (explored in Chapter Two).  The focus on kinship and spiritual belief in 
her field notes on totemism is able to be read as indicating ontological connections between 
Aboriginal people and the landscape in terms of totemic identity.  Thus I suggest her notes 
may depict a totemic identity group related to land whose members have a shared ontology 
of being, a notion which appears useful to demonstrate shared laws and customs as required 
for a native title holding group. 
 
Totemism at Cherbourg and the Complexity of Kinship 
Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s data illustrates the role of genealogical connections in expression of 
a group identity that is also totemic.  Tennant-Kelly refers to sections, moieties and marriage 
rules in terms of totemic identity.  Furthermore, her use of totems on genealogical charts 
illustrates how a totemic identity was shared by persons through matrilineal connections.  
However, Tennant-Kelly’s material also shows kinship and totemic identity group as socially 
constructed.  She describes the prohibition of marriage between persons of the same 
totemic identity, even persons from distant locations, and she also records how people’s 
behaviour and use of kin terms reflected the belief that persons of the same totem were 
relatives.  Her notes can therefore indicate how despite a lack of biological connection, 
Cherbourg residents recognised people of the same totemic identity as kin due to a shared 
substance, namely the spiritual substance of totemic identity (see also Elkin 1933b; Stanner 
1979 [1965]; Sutton 2003:202).   
 
As discussed in Chapter Three, such anthropological explanations of kinship as socially 
constructed highlight the intrinsic connections between structured descent relations and 
social constructions of kinship (Bamford and Leach 2009b; Carsten 2004b; Carsten and 
McKinnon 2001).  In her depiction of totemism and totemic identity Tennant-Kelly 
contextualises genealogical connections between people by explaining them in relation to 
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social behaviour and kin relations.  Furthermore, Tennant-Kelly shows totemic identity to 
involve genealogical and social reckoning by describing the matrilineal inheritance of totemic 
identity and the contextually dependent naming practices related to patrilineal totemic 
identity.   
 
Both genealogical and social-spiritual constructions of group identity, which Tennant-Kelly’s 
material illustrates, are useful in legal expressions of a native title holding group.  
Genealogical connections between persons can be understood to have a role in shared 
identity and the lateral connections between people who communally relate to land; 
additionally, such genealogical links are able to indicate ancestors for the legal context 
(Beckett in Keen 2004:152; Macdonald 2011).  Case law, as discussed in Chapter Two, shows 
that even when legal emphasis is on demonstrating shared laws and customs rather than 
necessarily a descent group, genealogical links amongst a claimant group and between 
native title holders and ancestors can assist in convincing the court of a native title holding 
group’s system of law and culture (for example De Rose 2005; Neowarra 2003; Ward 2002).  
Nonetheless, social-spiritual reckoning of kinship and totemic group identity may also be 
relevant to native title.  For example, in Bennell (2006) recognition of Noongar identity 
amongst group members and a notion of affinity amongst Noongar people convinced Wilcox 
J to accept the Noongar people as a group with native title rights and interests distinct from 
others.   
 
Shared Ontology of Being and Totemic Identity Group 
Tennant-Kelly’s material on funerals and ceremony, and her detailing of mythical legends 
and totemic beliefs, indicates how totemic identity involves the spiritual and played a 
significant role in people’s lives at Cherbourg.  Therefore, and as explained in Chapter Three, 
kinship and totemic identity may be seen as part of a worldview situated in Aboriginal 
cosmology, part of the ontology of being of Aboriginal people living at Cherbourg settlement 
(see McKinley 2001; Peterson 1972; Stanner 1979[1965], 1989; Viveiros de Castro 2009).  
Interconnections between totemic spiritual belief, ontology and the constitution of an 
individual’s being are demonstrated in examples I detailed above, such as the dancing of 
actions of totemic beings at a funeral.  Descriptions of human dreaming, the importance 
placed on totemism in relationships and the alignment of appropriate social behaviour to 
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totemic identity further illustrate totemic belief and identity as constitutive of a person’s 
ontological logic. 
 
By involving the spiritual in concepts of kinship as Chapter Three suggests, totemism can be 
considered to define a kind of social group which is recognised by a shared ontology of 
being.   Tennant-Kelly’s field notes reflect the idea that through spiritual belief there is a 
shared identity, oneness and most likely a mutuality of being amongst persons with the 
same totemic identity (see also Elkin 1933a, 1933b; Sahlins 2011a, 2011b; Stanner 1979 
[1965]).  Notes describing the accordance of social behaviour, such as food sharing and 
avoidance rules, to totemic identity and notes that refer to meeting related totems after 
death indicate that Aboriginal people recognised persons of one totem to have shared 
customs, identity and worldview through spiritual belief.  Tennant-Kelly’s explanations of 
human dreaming discussed in Chapter Four demonstrate the spiritual connection between a 
totem and all persons of the same totemic identity.  Comments that Aboriginal people ate 
the same foods as their totem and that a man became thin after killing a snake the same 
totem as himself, further demonstrate how through spiritual belief the totem itself shares an 
identity and ontological logic with those of the same totemic identity.  The shared identity, 
worldview and ontology of persons with a common totemic identity as evidenced in 
Tennant-Kelly’s material, demonstrates that a totemic identity group may be considered a 
kind of social group, members of which are intrinsically related.  This shared ontology of 
being infers shared belief, law, custom and social practices of persons of a totemic identity, 
as Tennant-Kelly detailed.  Indeed, Chapter Two outlined how such shared laws and customs 
are important in descriptions of a native title holding group (see for example Bennell 2006; 
Neowarra 2003).   
 
Tennant-Kelly’s description of common language use and kin for people of the same totemic 
identity from different named groups suggests a totemic identity group existed as some 
form of social group rather than category, with, as Keesing (1975:9) outlines, group 
members aware of each other and holding interconnected roles.  The alignment of 
conventional social behaviour to totemic identity and the use of the same kin term for 
persons of a totemic identity may further indicate that a shared totemic identity defined a 
group of interacting persons.   Indeed, all those of one totemic identity were required to 
show each other “brotherly love... irrespective of whether they are blood kin or not” 
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(Tennant-Kelly n.d.-k UQFL489 7(7):‘12 – I speak here…’).  More significantly, although 
Tennant-Kelly does not describe authority structures in terms of totemism, she notes people 
sided with others of the same totem in quarrels and fights.  Demonstration of how persons 
of one totemic identity in some instances physically acted together in dispute resolution 
contexts increases the coherent and corporate qualities of the totemic identity group 
discerned from Tennant-Kelly’s material, and thus strengthens arguments that totemic 
identity can indicate shared laws and customs of a group of people in ways stipulated by 
native title (Sutton 2003). 
 
The totemic group identity discerned from Tennant-Kelly’s material may be considered to 
display elements of a distinct and unified social group, which implies such a group as 
possibly capable of communally holding land in terms of native title requirements (cf Sutton 
2003:203).  The notion of mutuality of being, explored above and outlined in Chapter Three, 
suggests that Aboriginal people conceived those of one totemic identity as a single entity in 
comparison to people of a different totemic identity and ontological logic (Elkin 1933a, 
1933b; Stanner 1979 [1965]).  Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s many descriptions of marriage rules 
illustrate the perceived distinction between people of different totemic identities, while the 
social behaviour she recorded reinforces that persons of different totemic identities were 
not considered kin.  Case law discussed in Chapter Two and particularly the Noongar claim 
(Bennell 2006) show such unity of a totemic identity group and distinction to others to be 
relevant in native title; a native title holding group has been recognised as having laws and 
customs distinct from geographically neighbouring groups of people.   
 
Totemic identity group as interpreted from ethnographic material can also be useful to 
satisfy native title requirements of continuity of shared laws and customs, which appears 
important for native title recognition despite the need to also demonstrate a continuous 
connection to land and waters and continuous existence of a recognised society (Bodney v 
Bennell 2008; National Native Title Tribunal 2008; Sutton 2003).  Matrilineal inheritance of 
totems, as illustrated in Tennant-Kelly’s genealogical charts, depicts how totemic identity 
continues over generations in a “social pattern” (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-j 7(2):8 ‘11 – There was 
no sense of shame...’).  Moreover, she commented that totemism is enduring and passed on 
when all else is forgotten.  This continuity of totemic identity suggests a continuity of laws 
and customs associated with totemic identity group, similar to native title requirements.   
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Totemic Identity Group and Locality 
As Peterson (1972) identifies, the anthropological study of totemism was historically largely 
concerned with religious elements and the depth of notes taken by Tennant-Kelly on funeral, 
ceremony and legends is reflective of this trend (see also Rose 1997).  In the folder labelled 
“boundaries” where her focus is on landed identity, Tennant-Kelly describes the territorial 
spacing and boundaries of “tribes”, showing that totemic identity may have sat alongside 
other means that Aboriginal people considered to determine ownership and association 
with land.  However, Aboriginal people who had been removed to Cherbourg were likely 
unable to practise the physical and local aspects of totemism and totemic sites central to 
anthropological depictions of a totemic landscape (Blake 2001; Peterson 1972; Spencer and 
Gillen 1899; Strehlow 1970).  Therefore, data Tennant-Kelly recorded was likely negatively 
influenced due to the difficulty for Aboriginal people at Cherbourg to practise and discuss 
associations between locality and totemism. 
 
Nonetheless, Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic field notes do demonstrate a connection to land 
through totemism.  As suggested in Chapter Three, by considering what totems are and 
symbolise, physical, geographical and natural objects are regarded as part of totemism 
(Peterson 1972; Stanner 1979 [1965]).  Such a connection to the landscape is evident where 
Tennant-Kelly lists specific plants as totems and where she explains the connection between 
individual totems, specific trees and associated behaviour and customs.  Moreover, because 
animals listed as totems live in the physical landscape, Tennant-Kelly’s depiction of totemism 
engages with ecological elements to bring in the material world (see Rose 1997; Strehlow 
1970).  Tennant-Kelly’s comment that the division of totems between moieties changed 
slightly according to geographical areas, and her descriptions of how Aboriginal people used 
environmental and physical features to explain moiety grouping of totems and 
commonalities between totems further indicates a link between totemism and the land. 
 
As discussed in Chapter Three, land can be understood as inherent in Aboriginal ontology 
and spiritual beliefs of totemism, and thus a totemic identity group discerned from Tennant-
Kelly’s data may be considered to hold a shared ontology of being that includes the 
landscape.  The landscape mediates the relation between the individual and the collectivity 
and defines a totemic group both socially and physically (Leach 2003; Ingold 2000; Stanner 
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1979 [1965], 1989; Strang 1997; Tonkinson 2011).   Inclusion of the landscape in spiritual 
totemic belief and the shared ontology of being of a totemic identity group is most clearly 
seen in Tennant-Kelly’s explanation that the Dunkibura and Dunkijow people married 
persons of the opposite geographical group to ensure appropriate marriage with someone of 
a different totem (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ddd UQFL 7(14):‘The Dunkibura and Dunkijow’).  
Association of the landscape with totemic animals in mythical stories and ceremonies 
recorded by Tennant-Kelly further suggests that specific localities formed part of a totemic 
identity group and their shared ontology of being.  Unlike Tonkinson (2011) and Peterson 
(1972), Tennant-Kelly does not explicitly describe ancestral travel of individual totems.  
However, by mentioning ancestral travel of totems from one moiety and recording the 
connection between localised spirit homes and humans, her material may be understood to 
demonstrate a spiritual connection between animals, specific cosmological transects of land 
and people, so that they may all be considered of the same ontological logic and thus shared 
ontology of being of a totemic identity group (see Morphy 1990; Tonkinson 2011).    
 
Responsibility for Land through Totemic Identity 
Tennant-Kelly describes how totemic identity and spiritual belief defined social behaviour 
and played an important role in daily life and social organisation, thus playing a key role in 
validating social order and norms which as suggested in Chapter Three can also control 
authority held over country (see Keen 2004).  Hence, totemic group identity discerned from 
Tennant-Kelly’s material may be understood as having a role in regulating landownership.  
Her reference to looking after “totemic centres” as “working the country” also indicates the 
involvement of totemic identity in Aboriginal people’s responsibility for land (Tennant-Kelly 
n.d.-ccc UQFL489 7(18):‘Talking to Fred Embury’).  Further, when land is viewed as part of 
shared ontology of being, rights and responsibilities in land cannot be separated from the 
whole philosophy of kinship and therefore also cannot be separated from totemic identity 
group (Ingold 2000; Stanner 1979 [1965]; Viveiros de Castro 2009:258-259).  As discussed in 
Chapters Two and Three, Aboriginal land associations need not always or solely be 
patrilineally acquired and responsibility to land through totemic identity, which is indicated 
to be matrilineally inherited in Tennant-Kelly’s material, might be possible (Keen 2004; 
Warner 1969[1937]; Williams 1986).  However, the link to the father’s side recorded by 
Tennant-Kelly in totemic naming practices and marriage rules implies the involvement of 
patrilineal relations in both totemic identity and land relations, and may thus somewhat 
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reconcile prevailing anthropological ideas that Aboriginal landownership is patrilineally 
inherited (see Sutton 1998, 2003).   
 
While ownership and responsibility for land is mentioned in Tennant-Kelly’s notes on 
totemism, her field notes more clearly demonstrate a general association between totemic 
identity group and land.  Indeed, Tennant-Kelly does not describe the ownership and 
regulation of landed totemic rituals such those outlined by other anthropologists (for 
example Peterson 1972; Strehlow 1970).  As discussed in Chapter Four, lack of detail about 
kin relationships and social organisation in Tennant-Kelly’s field notes that refer to 
responsibility in land suggests her material provides a stronger indication of general 
relationships between locality and totemic identity group rather than ownership of specific 
areas.  As stated in Chapter Three, it cannot be assumed that knowledge and association to 
land through totemic identity always implies collective ownership (Tonkinson 2011).   
 
Totemic Identity Group and Native Title Connections to Land 
Spiritual connection to land, as is seen for the totemic identity group interpreted from 
Tennant-Kelly’s field notes, is relevant to descriptions of a native title holding group.  As 
discussed in Chapter Two, connection between a group of people and land for native title 
purposes may entail spiritual and religious, as well as ancestral or physical affiliations (see De 
Rose 2002:p569; McIntyre 2002; Ward 2002:p64).  Totemic identity group discerned from 
Tennant-Kelly’s material, which incorporates a variety of ways Aboriginal people collectively 
relate to land thus appears highly relevant to the context of native title.   
 
It may seem problematic when using the Tennant-Kelly’s material in explanations of a native 
title holding group because although the data illustrates an association to land for a totemic 
identity group, it does not clearly demonstrate ownership and responsibility in specific tracts 
of land for such a group of persons.  However, case law has demonstrated that illustrating 
attachment to specific areas of land may not be necessary if the claimant group is claiming 
native title rights and interests in an area as part of a larger group with shared laws and 
customs.  For example, Wilcox J in Bennell (2006) deemed that the claimant group was not 
required to demonstrate connection to the specific Perth metropolitan area; while De Rose 
(2005) similarly illustrated how the group of persons claiming rights and interests in specific 
areas need not be the group with shared laws and customs.  Thus a totemic identity group 
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with a shared ontology of being as can be interpreted from Tennant-Kelly’s material may be 
applicable in the context of native title because it is able to demonstrate shared laws and 
customs for a group with an association to land. 
 
Although case law provides a useful tool for assessing the potential applicability of Tennant-
Kelly’s ethnographic field notes to native title, the specific evidentiary and connection 
requirements in Queensland where Tennant-Kelly’s notes are most relevant may restrict or 
increase the use of her field notes for particular native title claims (Department of 
Indigenous Affairs 2006; Finlayson 2001; Native Title and Indigenous Land Services 2003).  
Contextualising Tennant-Kelly’s research allows appropriate conclusions to be drawn from 
the material she collected; however, more detailed and contemporary ethnographic 
information would be needed in any native title case to satisfy legal evidentiary 
requirements, particularly those concerning continuity.   
 
The Promising Potential of Tennant-Kelly’s Field Notes 
Despite some limitations of using Tennant-Kelly’s field notes in native title, her notes on 
totemism can be read in ways that they are able to aid the description of shared laws and 
customs for a native title holding group.  Not only does this suggest how her field notes can 
be used by anthropologists, but it also highlights the potential for anthropologists to employ 
alternative approaches to kinship in the native title field and more widely. 
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Conclusions 
Suggestions for the Tennant-Kelly Material in Native Title  
Rather than defining a group of persons solely according to descent constructs, by 
interpreting Tennant-Kelly’s ethnographic material through concepts of shared ontology of 
being, her field notes may exhibit what I have called a totemic identity group: a kind of social 
group that is totemic and has interests in land.  Members of such a group are suggested to 
be bound not only by genealogical connections and socially recognised relationships, but 
also by spiritual belief which situates the land and persons of one totemic identity within a 
shared ontology of being so they are intrinsically part of one another.  The notion of a shared 
ontology of being, along with the understanding that a totemic identity group is a 
perpetuating and distinct group is useful to indicate shared laws and customs for a group of 
people as native title demands.  Although Tennant-Kelly’s data does not conclusively 
illustrate ownership of specific localities for a totemic identity group, I suggest that a totemic 
identity group with a shared ontology of being interpreted from Tennant-Kelly’s notes may 
be able to describe a group of people associated with land who hold a body of shared laws 
and customs from which people derive native title rights and interests in specific localities.  
Considering Tennant-Kelly’s notes in this way indicates that within the region of southern 
Queensland and in locations with similar evidence, native title may be described and argued 
to be held by groups who subscribe to a regional system of shared laws and customs.  
 
Is Kinship in Native Title a “fiendish business”? 
By examining the notion of kinship and totemic identity group through the lens of a shared 
ontology of being I have illustrated how non-descent approaches to kinship and concepts of 
social group can be useful in native title.  Social groups constructed upon ideas of a shared 
ontology of being may not necessarily form a claimant group in native title processes, but 
can still assist the depiction of the body of shared laws and customs from which rights and 
interests in areas of land are derived.  Therefore, future anthropological research for native 
title need not only or always base descriptions of a native title holding group in descent 
constructs, just as social groups conceived through alternative ideas such as a shared 
ontology of being ought not be dismissed as spiritual or religious formations.  Although it 
cannot be assumed that all native title holding groups can and will be described as part of a 
regional system or primarily in terms of shared laws and customs, problematising 
assumptions about a native title holding group and considering alternatives to descent 
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groups even where legal constraints seem constrictive is productive.  Investigating the 
intersection between different perspectives of kinship and native title potentially offers new 
avenues for more effective native title processes and proceedings, and more promising and 
timely results for Aboriginal people claiming native title.  My research thus challenges the 
law and anthropologists to consider broader conceptions of the native title holding group 
and allow legal recognition of varied constructions of collective Aboriginal landownership.  
While not all ways of describing a social group will be useful to demonstrate a landholding 
group for native title, I suggest that when supported by past ethnographic material, 
historical research and current ethnographic evidence, alternative anthropological 
constructions of social group may be useful.    
 
I argue for the wider implications in the discipline of anthropology for the notion of kinship 
as part of a worldview and social group as shared ontology of being, potentially reshaping 
how some anthropologists conduct ethnographic work and model kin relations.  However, 
anthropologists must be mindful of imposing predetermined concepts of group.  My study 
indicates it is important for researchers to recognise and reflect on the role past 
anthropological practice has in informing ideas about landholding groups.  Reflexive practice 
allows researchers to approach kinship through present paradigms without ignorance of past 
ideas, and hence allows critical evaluation of the concepts of kinship and social group which 
are employed widely in political, academic and public contexts.  The present inquiry thus 
draws attention to investigation into different theoretical ideas of kinship in diverse settings 
around Australia, which in turn may have implications in policy development, but especially 
that related to native title.  My study also highlights the need for future research to involve a 
combination of past ethnographic sources with present ethnographic research for a deeper 
understanding of the complexities of constructing concepts of kinship and social group over 
time.  This would no doubt have significant benefit for anthropologists engaged in native 
title, as well as more broadly in the anthropological discipline.   
 
Even though notions of kinship and native title holding group will most likely be constantly 
debated and remain a “fiendish business”, alternative conceptions to past paradigms of 
kinship and social group as I have suggested can promise productive outcomes, create future 
discussions and offer legal opportunities for Aboriginal Australians. 
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Appendix A 
Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s Cherbourg Fieldwork as part of her 
Anthropology Career 
Caroline Tennant-Kelly was born 24 April 1899 in Manchester, England and moved to 
Australia in the early 1920s where she lived until her death in 1989 at Kyogle, New South 
Wales (Radi n.d.) (See Figure 1).  Her life can be divided into four main periods according to 
the professions that she engaged in: playwright and theatrical producer (1922-32), 
anthropologist in Aboriginal studies (1932-40), anthropologist in post-war immigration 
(1944-55) and researcher of sociological aspects of urban-planning and post-war expansion 
(1955-70) (de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a:2).  Her time as an anthropologist interested in 
Aboriginal Australia is of most relevance to the present study because greater understanding 
of Caroline Tennant-Kelly’s life and anthropology career offers a more comprehensive 
reading of the field notes she took at Cherbourg in 1934.   
 
 
Figure 1: Photograph of Caroline Tennant-Kelly 1926 
(de Rijke and Jefferies 2010a) 
 
Influenced by her friendship with American anthropologist Margaret Mead, Tennant-Kelly 
enrolled to study anthropology at the University of Sydney in 1931 (de Rijke and Jefferies 
2010a, 2011:169-172; Mead 1972:4; Radi n.d.).  The continued friendship between Mead 
and Tennant-Kelly had a lasting influence on Tennant-Kelly’s work, enhancing her feminist 
perspective (de Rijke and Jefferies 2011:171; Tennant-Kelly 1909-1987 UQFL489).  However, 
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at university Caroline Tennant-Kelly was a student of well-respected Australian 
anthropologist A.P. Elkin who became her close and enduring mentor (de Rijke and Jefferies 
2011:170; Fryer Library 2010; Radi n.d.; Tennant-Kelly n.d.-uuu UQFL489 1(6), n.d.-vvv 
UQFL489 1(7); Wise 1985:179-183).  Tennant-Kelly not only eagerly contributed to Elkin’s 
projects, but strived against his other scholars and notably followed Elkin’s keen involvement 
in Aboriginal welfare policy (Elkin 1935:34; Gray 2007:126-127; Tennant-Kelly n.d.-o 
UQFL489 1(6):‘Belovedest, There is a new list…’, 1909-1987 UQFL489).  Generally, in her 
work as an anthropologist Tennant-Kelly took an activist position and held an interest in the 
relations between Aboriginal people, policy and the State (Kelly 1944; Kidd 1997:125-128; 
Radi n.d.; Tennant-Kelly n.d.-ttt UQFL489 1(5), n.d.-uuu UQFL489 1(6); for examples of her 
public activism see Barrier Miner 1940; Bulletin 1935; The Courier Mail 1935; The Sydney 
Morning Herald 1934, 1935).  The public and private demands and requests she made to the 
State for equal rights and recognition for Aboriginal people demonstrate her independent 
and strong-minded nature (Kidd 1997:138; Tennant-Kelly n.d.-sss UQFL489 1(4)).   
 
As part of her time as an anthropologist interested in Aboriginal Australia, Tennant-Kelly 
conducted fieldwork in 1934 at Cherbourg just south of Murgon in Queensland, upon the 
suggestion and encouragement of University of Sydney professor A.P. Elkin (Wise 1985:179). 
Originally a cattle station, Barambah mission was established around 1899 by Salvation Army 
Member William Thompson and proclaimed a Reserve 24 March 1900 (Blake 2001:6; 
Tennant-Kelly 1935:461).22  Thompson ran the Reserve until 1905 when, with his 
hospitalisation and the closure of Durundur Reserve, the Queensland Government took 
control (Blake 2001:15-17).  It was not until 1931 that Barambah was officially renamed as 
Cherbourg, and not until 1986 that Cherbourg became independent when the Queensland 
Government issued the community with a Deed of Grant in Trust (Department of 
Communities 2011).   
 
Government Aboriginal Reserves, such as Cherbourg, were a key part of the implementation 
of the Aboriginals Protection and Restriction of Sale of Opium Act 1897 (Qld), under which 
Aboriginal people were wards of the State and the appointed Protector of Aborigines 
regulated all aspects of Aboriginal lives including freedom of movement, place of residence, 
employment, finances and family life (Kidd 1997:xix).  Aboriginal Reserves were strictly 
                                                     
22
 Queensland Government Gazette 73. 1900:957, as cited by Blake (2001:6). 
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monitored areas closed to public access, to which any Aboriginal “under the Act” could be 
transferred at the direction of the Minister (Kidd 1997:49).  Between 1905 and 1939, 1587 
people were removed to Cherbourg from around Queensland, increasing the population and 
diversity of cultural groups on the settlement (Blake 2001:34).  In 1934, when Tennant-Kelly 
was conducting her research, the population of Cherbourg is estimated to have been 940, 
with 28 different “language groups” (Department of Communities 2011; Tennant-Kelly n.d.-
ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 ‘(undated letter) Dear Professor...’). Tennant-Kelly writes that at this 
time there was a hospital, a store, butchers shop, saw-mill, gaol, some dormitories and a 
school on the settlement (Tennant-Kelly 1935:461).  While some Aboriginal people had 
weatherboard houses, most lived in gunyahs on the outskirts of the settlement (see Figure 
2) (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-fff UQFL489 7(18):‘The Queensland Reserve’, n.d.-ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 
‘(undated letter) Dear Professor...’, 1935:462).  In her discussion of the history of Cherbourg, 
Kidd (1997) reports that concerns of the residents included poor health, low availability of 
services and poor standards of available housing, while Blake (2001) outlines the strict 
administration and the restrictions placed on Aboriginal employment, social life, education 
and living arrangements.   
 
 
Figure 2: Photograph taken by Tennant-Kelly of the “gunyahs” at Cherbourg 1934 
(Tennant-Kelly 1909-1987 UQFL489) 
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Elkin assured the Queensland government that Tennant-Kelly would “not cause any 
implications on the settlement”, but her work at Cherbourg was not an exception to her 
general interest in policy and its impact on Aboriginal people (Kidd 1997:125).  Tennant-Kelly 
held an interest in the welfare of Aboriginal people at Cherbourg and took the stance of an 
advocate, which is clear in a letter where she states, “the further I go here, the more I feel I 
have a mission – I simply cannot put aside the demands of these poor wretchs” (Tennant-
Kelly n.d.-mmm UQFL489 1(6):‘Tuesday Early Morning.  Timothy Dearest, There was no…’).  
Tennant-Kelly critiqued behaviour of officials and although initially wary to voice her 
disapproval of the management at Cherbourg, later during her time at Cherbourg she drew 
on her field experiences and met with politicians in an attempt to influence the Government 
Bill on Aboriginal policy (Tennant-Kelly n.d.-a UQFL489 7(2):8 ‘(1) – In the year 1934...’, n.d.-
ooo UQFL489 7(2):3 ‘(undated letter) Dear Professor...’, n.d.-ttt UQFL489 1(5), n.d.-uuu 
UQFL489 1(6), n.d.-vvv UQFL489 1(7)).  By pushing the limits in these ways Tennant-Kelly 
had a tense relationship with the Queensland Government who did not approve of her 
critique of government practice and Cherbourg’s social environment (Kidd 1997:125-128).23   
 
Generally Tennant-Kelly took an interest in Aboriginal welfare in her anthropological 
research, an interest which she also followed in her fieldwork at Cherbourg.  Conducting 
research in the context of a controlled and often political Aboriginal Reserve as Tennant-
Kelly did at Cherbourg likely enhanced her interest in Aboriginal rights and traditional 
culture, influenced the methods she used and the material she collected.  Such 
understanding of her approach to anthropological research suitably contextualises her field 
notes and the conclusions drawn from them. 
 
                                                     
23
 Kidd (1997:125) cites archival material in which Chief Protector of Aborigines, John Bleakley refers to his disgruntlement 
with Tennant-Kelly: “the activities of women Anthropologists has not been a satisfactory or harmonious one” (QSA 
A/69984, 11.9.37, Bleakley to secretary, Aborigines Protection Board, Sydney). 
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